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Abstract 
Assessment of children's learning behaviors is a method to inform acadernic ~>kills 
development and create successful interventions (DiPerna, Volpe, & Elliott, 2001; 
Malecki & Elliott, 2002; Schaefer & McPerm!)tt, 1999). Learning behaviors are 
motivational and behavioral mechanisms. that children use in order to be successful when 
engaging in learning ll!sks. (McPell!lott et aL, 2011 ). Learning behaviors are a;J;l rllseareh 
to address nonc{jg;riti11ll factors of aoademic achievement. It is necessary that constmcts 
a scale proposes to measute such skills is known. The present study investigated the 
factor stmctrne of the Leaming~to-Leam Scale (LTLS; McDermott et al., 2011). 
Analyses inc!nded item bnsed e.&plomtoty factor analySes (higher -order EFA wiili 
Schmid-Leiman transformation; Schn:rid & Leiman, 1957) of item polychoric correlations 
for a.o.bjeotl; with complete ilatq (N = 277}, and omega teli!lbility estimates (Reise, 2012). 
Exploratory factor analysis (BFA) identified an oblique (borrelated) four-factor model. 
However, through it®) associatiou, the tlrree-factor mod.el was the most re;J,Sonable 
association, A S!lcond-order EF A was <;ompleted on th'e three-factor model along. witb; a 
Schmiilr~imm tra.o.Sformatio1l:and round the majority of the apportioned variance was 
associated. wfl:h ~· ge!).eral model based scale dimension. This approximate bifactot 
result was used to es_timate r:eliability (omega-hierarchical subscale) a.'fJ.d indic~d the 
second~order factor coefficient was .93, while the omega-hietarchica[ sub$cale 
coefficients for Planning and Sustained. Motivation in ~g (PM),. Vocal Engagement 
(VE), Interpersonal Responsiveness in Learning (IR) were .14, .27, and .16, respectively. 
Results suggested an approximate bifactor model with majority of the variance 
apportioned to a general Learning-to-Learn factor. 
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Introduction 
Assessment of children's lea;ning behavioJ;s illts be~.ome a method to inform 
academic skills development and create successful interventions (DiPerna, Volpe, & 
Elliott, 2QQl; Malecki & Elliott, 2002; Schaefer & McDermott, 1999). Leatning 
behaviors are motivational and behavioral mechanisms that children nseto engage in 
learning tasks (McDermott et al., 2011 ). Leatning behaviors became an area of research 
to address noncognitive factors of aQldemic achievement" Much of the reliable variance 
(approximately 50%) in achievement test scpres is aecounted for by general intelligence 
(Gottfredson, 2008; Naglieri & Bornstein, 2003). Although this is a ]Jn-ge portion of 
variance, that still leaves 50% of the achievement varianre to be acconnted for by other 
variables (Gottfredson, 2008). Additional environmental and il).dividtral variables are 
also imperative in the learning of academic skills. 
There are some learning behavior measures that made so1;m!:j predi~;tions of 
academic achievement but illustrated only a few typ:es of learnin~?> behaviors while falling 
short of measuring student growth (LBS; McDermott, Green, Jlra®i:s, .200 1; PLB S; 
McDermott, Leig):t, & Perry, 2002), For e1C~1e, the LearniUg B<lhaviors Seale (LBS) 
consisted of four factors; Competence Motivation (CM), Attitude Toward Learning (AL}, 
Attention/Per.sisten.ce (AP), ®d Strat~/FleJ<,ibiUty (SF) (MoDermott, 1999). The 
Learning-tO-Learn &oales (LTLS; MllDermott et al., 2011) was designed to moderate 
limitations obserVed with LBS by assessing m:we learning behaviors and m!l31lnting 
student growth. Because the L TLS has only been exatnine.d with preschool aged children 
(McDermott eta!., 2001), there is a need to exatnine the coi:lStructs the scale measures to 
identify the value of the scale for students in grades K-12. By examining the LTLS in 
children within grades K-12, there is prospectiv~ fot using this s.cale to guide prevention 
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and early intervention at all grades rather than only preschool aged children. The LTLS 
may be an effective screener for assessing stndents learning behaviors and comparing to 
end of the year gra:des or testsc 
ll;at)y Sl)cial Competency 
Learning behaviors were first brought to attention when social competency was 
identified and defined. Social competency relates to the knowledge ®d skills of children 
that can affect their development beyond their inte!lig®£1) (Gottfredson, 2008). 
Defining social competency is difficult. OJ:L Jatnl.aty 2~-25, 1913, a p®¢1 of ¢x-perts1 was 
assembled to defme the meaning of social compete:@}' in yol!ng child(e;Q. Th¢y were in 
agreement that social competency was something more than general intelligence; 
however, they were divided in terms of theit own professional opini0lll1. ThiS was one of 
several connnittees that met through the years discuss targets of eduG:ational programs. 
The panel that met regarding this topic sought to answer m®yqu¢S1:11lns. These included 
questions like what are characteristics of instruments d~ed to assess school readiness, 
what are the goals of Head Start, andvari<lbles that should l)e used to qssess the 
effectiveness of preschool progr!!lllS (Andersan&Messick; 1974). Th!l issues underlying 
all of these efforts were siM1ar. The 1971! paael's goal was to d.e:fme social competency 
in young children and to spec1fy impHGatiQns ofthis definition for measurement and 
reseatch. 1 
1 Members oftht> p:mel were Ernest Bernal, Jr., Southwest Educational Development LaboJ:aldry; .tohrt B. 
Carroll and Walter.Ennnerich, Educational Testing Service; Donald C<lhen and Edward. Zigler, Yale 
University; Bruce Dohrenwend and Edmund_ GordQn, CQLumbj_a Unjveysity; Dftvi4 GosJin,. Russell Sage 
Foundation; Phyllis Katz, City University ofNew York;Leonard Krasner, State University of New York at 
Stony Brook; Patricia Minuchin, TtliJ1Pie Univers.lty;amiDharle.s Leq Thomas; Indiana University. Others 
attending the meeting included Sa:tnuel B'!ll aud .Nli~M<\1 L~wls, Educational Testing Service; Ray C<lJlinS, 
Harley FrankeL and Esther Ktesh, Office ofChild Development; Joan Costello, Yale University; and 
Debbie Walker, D¢par1ment ofHealth, Education, :md Welfu:re. Karla Goldman and Ann Jungeblut, 
Educational Testing Service, served as recorders (Anderson & Messick, 1974), 
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There have been many opinions throughout the years on the complexities of 
human competence, which provided understanding why cre(lting \i social competency 
definition wa5 quarreled by committees that met on the topic. Plato distingnished 
between two types of amllties: selJSe :md intellect. Later some miters added mempzy, 
and others adde41m~ation or invention. Before the fall of the Rom:m Empire, sp_eech 
:m4 attention were frequently introduced to the list and lastly movement. 
The lists of abilities became longer until the 19!kcentuzywhenfacu]ty 
psyqhalogi&rs cr-¢ated the longest list thus far. Speannan (192:1} des11tibed the process of 
the fir&t typll (cpgrtiti®) ~;tnd tl:\e process of the second type (cpn~on ;m.d affection). 
Spearrn;m. stated that the proeess of cognition cannot be tr®ted. apart from looking at 
conation wd affection. In 19'.68, Gordon stated that fue goals of education tend to be 
&fated in broad terms and when education is assessed, it is always cognitive development 
and academic a!:hiev@ll)ent t:lrat are used to identify chl!nge. He demanded that 
researchers not stop there, aird continue to explore other areas (Gordon, 1969). In 1972, 
Zigley stated that to!} many preschool programs a1m to improve Wgnition, rather than 
social competence. He defined social competence as an individual's everyday 
~ctiveness in 4ealing with the environme:Q.t, their ability to master appropriate fonrral 
oon9epts, to perform well in school, to stay ou.t of{tquble with the law, and to relate well 
to adnlts an4 other children (Anderson & Messi.Gk, 1974). 
Social competency panel participants disagreed with the problem of defiuing 
goals and dimensions of C<lmpetence and typically struck at the valne-1adell nature of the 
enterprise (Anderson & Messick, 197 4)" These concerns inclruled: the value free or at 
lea&t value neutral, the pluralistic and sometimes cottflicting values of our society, and 
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the fact that values change over time and circumstances~ This concern relates to the type 
of approaches taken in defining goals and desirable dimensions. Four value concerns 
identified by Anderson and Messick (1974) included: The bag of virtues, the industrial 
psychology, the nol'J'l:fative-eXp~Jcl:l!tion-approach, and the theory gu:iqed approach. The 
"bag of virtues" ~tpproach attempts to specify the set of traits characterizing a healthy, 
fully functioning person. The "industria] psyehology" Strategy is future oriented and 
focuses on predictors of success. The nonnativ~·eX.pectation·approach goals are sl:l!ted in 
lel'nl:S of agfr' or grade- related expectancies. The theoty~gu:ided approach restS on. thee 
,()Mstence offbellteticai co'Q.ceptions about the natUre o(the d!Weloping organism and its 
interactions with th€ environment The panel decided on a "goal-guided" strategy, but 
this strategy was not exactly directed toward the same end as the four approaches li$ted 
above, in which goals and variables are treated simnltaneously. The panel recognized the 
weakness% of each of the four strategies for definlng goals, J.llld thus, the n~d to not 
eiiJelnde any of them in the aim to create a definition of social competency. The panel 
decided the goal should be com;emed with the quality of childre"Q.'s live.s while they are 
being educated, as well as in the futon:: (Anderson & Messick, 197 4). 
Cl!lnplln¢J;.ts llf Social Coljlpetency 
Panel members wen: in agr()emellt. or rejecting that intelligeu:ce be a sole measure 
to evaluate interveu:tion progJ:ams. They r:ewgnized that educators shonld be assessing 
the "whole child," The pJ.lllel agreed on 29 statements (see Table I) that represeu:t facets 
of:>ocial wmpetency in yoling children and can serve as goals of early intervention 
programs. The statements were systematically theory guided, drawn from a ntur1ber of 
different theories such as Fiaget, Guilford, Russel, and Binet in the coguitive-perceptual 
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areas; Tomkins, Rotterm Schachtel, Seymour-Sarason, Rogers, Emmerich, and Bandura 
in the personalcsocial areas; and Lewin, Werner, Thurston, Witkin, Dewey, Kohlberg, 
Hunt, White, Bruner, and Kagan in the areas of interface between eognltion and 
Tablel 
The 29 Facets ofSocial Competency 
I 
5 
6 
7 
Sta.tement 
Differentiated self"concept and 
consolidation of identity 
Cqnc~t of self as an initiating and 
controlling agent 
H:abits of personal maintenance 31ld care 
Real!sti<i appraisal of self, accompanied 
by feelings of personal worth 
Differentiation offedin,gs and 
appreciation of their manifestations and 
implications 
Sensitivity and understanding in social 
relationships 
Positive and affectionate personal 
relationships 
Table f continues 
Definition 
The child recognizes they have diffilrent 
levels and types of skills in diffurent 
areas. 
The child tends to direct their behavior 
within realistic environmental 
constraints. 
The child meets common standard f.or 
their peer group based on grooming 31ld 
hygiene. · 
The child's appraisal oftheir abilities 
and interests is not very different with 
the.ir performance of behavior. · 
The child knows about and expe.deilGes 
variable negative ;:mdpositive feeling, 
recognizes eK)iression in self and others, 
and takes this tecognititut into aecount in 
their actions and judgme:tits. 
The. child perceives and aeclJtlfs 
differences between themselfand others. 
The child does not hesitate to display 
aff¢ction to adults and other children 
while funning relatively stable 
relationships. 
LEARNING-TO-LEARN SCALE STRUCTURE 
Table l continued 
Statement 
8 Role pNception and appreciation 
9 Appropriate regulaJion of antisocial 
behavior 
l 0 Morality and prosoc;ial tenderu:'iJls 
11 Curiosity and explor"!\toty beha\'ior 
12 Control of atteiltion 
13 Perceptual skills 
14 Fine motor dexterity 
15 Gross motor skills 
16 Perceptual-motor sltills 
17 Language skills 
Table l Continues 
14 
Definition 
The child recognizes tha:t childreo and 
adults take somewhat differeilt roles in 
different !1ituations and C()ntexts, and can 
understand what is expected of others 
and self in different situations. 
The child does not exhibit a recur(mg 
p<rttem of extremely disruptive, violei\t, 
aggr!ls$ive, hostile, or other wes of 
al\tisocial behavioL 
The child eilgages in pro social behavior 
more often than not if the opportunitY: 
ansns. 
The child will actively explore their 
el!vironrnel).t. 
The child attends to relevant cues for an 
~}lropriate length of time and an 
appropriate level of conceotration. 
The child perceives a form as separate 
frnm its background, discriminates 
between similar units and forms, and 
uses forms into theirpart!i~ 
The. child manipulates small objects. 
The child walks, runs,Jrunps, and 
reaches without excessive clumsiness 
appropriate for their develo~l 
leveL 
The child t 0ordinates Visl!<tl, auditory, 
and motor behavior at .an age appropriate 
level 
The child recognizes the meaning of 
words heard and recalls, comprehends 
and interprets spoken words. 
LEARNING-TO-LEARN SCALE STRUCTURE 
Table 1 continued 
18 
19 
20 
21 
20 
21 
22 
Statement 
Categorizing skills 
Memery skills 
Critical thinking skills 
Creative thinking skills 
Problem -solving skills 
Critic:.il thinking skills 
Creative thinking skills 
Problem-solving skills 
Flexibility in the application of 
information -processing strategies 
Table 1 Continues 
15 
Pf\finition 
The clrild can recognize weather oQiec;ts 
or events are similar or ilifferent. 
The child has adequate nieniory skills to 
retrieve inforniation on the basis of 
relevant cues iu:unediately and over 
time. 
The .child identifies problems, analyzf:s 
the situation, a:ttd judges and evaluates 
conc<;:ption$, vrocesses, and products. 
The child generates multiple responses 
and conceptions to situations. 
The chl!d applies memory skills and 
skills o£ critiCal and creative thinking to 
identificatimJ, analysis, and solution of 
ptoblllins to ev<tlll&te their own 
rt:sponses io: the vroc!lSs, 
Th~ Qbild .idf\)J:tiiJ'es problems, analyzes 
the simation. and judges and evalmtes 
ton®ptions, ptoe~es, and products. 
The cl:rild generates multiple tespoustlS 
and O<Jnceptions to sil:)iations. 
The child applies memory skills and 
skills of critical and creative thinking to 
idetttification, analysis, and solutil>n of 
probll'\ms to ev:.iluate their own 
responses in the process. 
The child recognizes that there are 
different ways to explore the 
environment and to obtaining and 
processing information from it. 
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Table l continued 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
Statement 
Quantitative and relational concepts, 
®de(standing, and skills 
General knowledge 
Competence motivation 
Facility in the use of resources for 
leaning and problem solving 
Some positive attitudes toward 
leaming and. the school experience 
16 
Definition 
The child exhibitS increasing evidence 
o.f concept attainment undetstating, an.d 
skills r<1lated to numbers, n,mnber 
properties, conservation, relation, 
causality, and formal operations. 
The child has a relative amount of 
knowledge in areas important to 
functioning ill and out o.f schooL 
The child wants to improve thl;lir skills, 
and shows satisfaction wfth 
improvement, while seeking new 
knowledge. 
The child knows that they can obtain 
help and mformatiun from external 
sources 
The child does not have a ne~ve 
attitude toward leaming or sl!hoot 
29 Enjoyfnent of humor, play, and fantasy The child enjoys participation ill these 
activities and will participate itt them 
Note. Anderson & Messick (1974). 
There are issues of measurement, research, and policy when studylng social 
competency in yoo:ng children. Qnep:roblem is the innnediate need to translate the 
components of each ofthe 29 statements into appropriatiJ measurement terms. Tests m:xy 
not provide a valid basis :fur inferences about social competency. Anofuerproblem is the 
long,-range in:rpo$nce of increasing the nnd\lrstanding of mechanisms of1~Jaro.ing and 
development. ''Unl~s we purposely take efforts to increas.e our knowledge, these 
inadequacies will be further reflected in measures related to the goals, and hence ltr allY 
policy decisions based on the use ofthese me.asures'' (Anderson & Messiek, 1974, p. 
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commitment to research inquiry into the processes ofhuman development cannot 
improve unless there are greater efforts to understand learning and development 
(Anderson & Messick, 1974). 
Use oflntelligence Measvres 
17 
Before measures of social competency were examlne-d, intelligence was used as 
the yardstlok for individual develOpUJ.ent and acadtlnli.e achievement. Intelligence is a 
wt:ll~esp.el)ted constmct fu psyehology and has "heen <JOmPl!Tlltive!y well me;1sured. 
Intelligenc-e tMts su<lh as fhe We<lhsley futelllgenee Scale f.or Children- Third Edition 
(WIS~m; W eclisler, 1991) aJ;~.d the Wechsler Intell\genc;e Scale fPt C.\l.ildren.- Fourth 
Edition (WISC-IV; Wechsler, 2{)03) have demonstrated good longitudinal stability for 
some scores (Clltdvw: & W!Uki.tl$, 1998; Canivez &WatKins, 1999; Ca:niv-ez & Watkins, 
2001 ; W atk:i.ns & Smith, 20 13). Criterion~elated v-alidity studies consistently show that 
intelligence acoonnts fur abol.lt 50% (){the variltnge in achievement scores ( Gottfredson, 
1008;Naglieri & Bornstein, 1003~ NeisseretaL, 1996). Altlrong.\1 this is a very large 
vortll>n of v;irJance, 5Q% Qf achievement wuiaJ;lce can be <1<::\:ouuted for by other :fu.ctors, 
such as learning behaviQrs. Learning behaviors are motivational and behavioral 
mechatrisms that children nseio e.ng<~ge learning t;isks (McDermott et a!., 2011 ). 
AndersQll and Messick (1974) sought to use noncognitive factors to measQ.r~ 
a~ademi~ achievem.ent.. When they did this, they encountered botb. a laok: of vlllid lllld 
reliable noncognitive factors and confusing abundance of inade-quate rests and indexes. 
This was partially because the devlllopment ofmellSntes Qf thes:e pattieuiar variables had 
not proceecled 0ut IYf a systematic, rational mapping of domains lllld the relationshiJ?S 
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between theJU. The lack o:fthis mapping could be traced to the difficulty o:fgettiug 
educators a11d psychorogists to agree about what variables to coJISide:r:. 
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It is known that improving intelligence has not been very effective; therefore, 
there may be other methods that can improve other learning factors to compensate 
(Locurto, 1991; Neisser eta!., 1996; Spitz, 1986). Research h:lS sqggested that learning 
behaviors also affellt lel.U'tting and may influence the development of aebie:¥eJ:nent beyond 
that ofintelligence (Di;Perna, Volpe, & Elliott, 20Ul; Maiecki & Elliott, .zoo~; Schaefer & 
Mi'IDe:trnott, 1999; YeU. KoMld, & Mc:De:trnott, 2004). 
M~ures \l:f toteiJigenee offer lhe best predieto(S of academic achievement and 
this prediction is important {Sattler, 2001; Gott:fredsort, 2008). However, information 
:fi:om totelJigene!! b:sts generJ111y b~ not been pltfficularly useful to designing effective 
cognitive o:r: enucational interventions (Glutting & McDermott, llJ!!Oa, l990b ). Research 
bus -p9iuted to various leaJ:ning·teJated behaviors, Sl!Ch US l;tfentiou, actlve participation, 
reflective responding, accepting correction and :feerlbaok, and appreciation o:f novelty as 
:filoilt~tors of :ru,ccess in the edn;:lati!l'nal pro®l>S (Carter & So/®l>Oll, 1995). These 
lel)II:I}ng behaviors can be taught have a direct impact on stnden±s learning abilities 
(Barnett, Bauer, Ehrhardt, LePtz, & Stollar, 1996). Assessment of these learning 
behaviors ma.ypr\lvide add.ltionallnsigb!s into studen± learning difficulties and work to 
reJUediate childre11' s' learning problems (Canivez, 2006). 
Measuring Learning Behaviors 
Successful teaching experiences can be driven by the motivatiotlal and behavioral 
mechanisms that children use to engage learning tasks. These are often referred to as 
learni11g behaviors (McDeurtott et al., 2011). Scales that are used for measuring learning 
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behaviors include the Classroom Behavior Rating Scale (CBRS; beSetto & Bentley, 
1977), Guide to the Child's Learning Skills (GOLS; Storr, Green, & Francis, 1982), the 
Preschool Learning Behavior Scale (PLBS; McDermott, Leigh, & Perry, 2002), the 
Learning Behavior Scale (LBS; Mq,D¢tmott, 1999), and the Learning-tn"Learn Scale 
(L TLS; McDermott et !!1, 2011 ), These scales have shown their ~bility to explain the 
variation in eurrenJ: acadetnic achievement and W foreshadliw future academic 
achievement(Flllltllzzo, Perry, & McDermott, 2004), to s~lficantly augment 
infotmation gained fr(lro intellective meiisures (Yen, Koiillld, & McDermott, 2004), t<'l 
reveal protective ~gel:lci;y a~tJeaming disabilities lll:ld emotionw disorders 
(McDermott, Goldberg, Watkins, Stanley, & Glutting, 2006), and to provide assessmentS 
that are free from Dtas across ethnic and gender groups (Scahefer & McDetmott, 1999), 
Early Versions &fLmrnin~ Behavior Measures 
Early rooarsm-es of learning behaviors built on eilflier versions to improve 
measurement ofthese concepts. The Classroom Behavior Rating Scale (CBRS) was one 
of !:he 'frr·st ~es of lewuing-related behaviors in the e:kl!>sroom (DeSetto & Bentley, 
1977). Ori¢nali:y, the CBRS was composed of 100 behavioral statements that described 
a v~fY of cl~r(l(lm behaviors. These :included b€!1aviors su,ch as persistence, response 
to dlrectiqn;s, .md ilttention, which were expla:inet! within the contexts of homework, 
small g!Tonp instruction, large group instrucM", ptoj~ct$, test sitoations, and seatwork. 
Reynolds (1979) retained 40 items after assessing the scale through data assessment and 
teacher evaluationB. A principal components analysis produced a strong one-factor 
structure that aecounted fot 76.8% of the variance, Item fuctor coefficients ranged from 
. 77 to . .94 and prod11ced an internal consistency estimate: of ,98. Validity was examined 
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using measures of intelligence (California Test ofMental Maturity [CTMM]; Sullivan, 
Clark, & Tiegs, 1963), academic achievement (Metropolitan Achievement Test [MAT]; 
Durost, Bixler, Wrightstone, Prescott, & Balow, 1970), and an overall teacher estimated 
academic rating (fi:am 1-$}, The CJ'lRS demolJStr<!ted cpnvetgtmcll With titese ~ 
measures, with correlations ranging from .65-,87 with the. MAT, ,62 with theCTMM, 
and ,80 with the teacher academic rating_ The lnatt¢ntive scale was correlated with th_e 
CBRS_ This might be expected since attention is leawing-rehtted, which is what the 
CBRS was attempting to measure_ 
Another precursor to the L)3S was tbe .O!lid<l to the Cbild's Leawing Skins 
(GCLS; Stott, Green, & Francis, 1982), Stott et aL developed this guide by using 50 five-
year-old participants who were chosen by teaChers for b<1ing likely to develop learning 
problems_ Children attended two half-day school sessions per week across 6 months 
where they participated in individual and small-group activities_ Stott met with the 
participant's teachers after each session to establish what was causing each child's poor 
performance on the tasks_ Stott found 14 cl)tegories of faulty leawing behavi.ors from 
these sessions. He included them on a rating scale that consisted of a three-point scale 
bl)s-e:d. o':i'I the severity of the deficit_ 
Stott ct al __ developed _a shorter checklist because the original was too long m:u:! 
cumbersome. Statewe:nts were fuodjfi;ed according to the recommendations of teacherS m 
Coventry Infants' school and others enrolled in courses at the. North East London 
Polytechnic_ GCLS was then changed to includ.e seven S:tatements that fMused on 
behaviors of attention, concentration, confidence, participation, self-reliance, flexibility, 
and alertness_ 
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Stott, Green, and Francis (1983) then studied the relationship between learning 
style (1;1ot to be confused with cognitive style; i.e., visual learner) as assessed by the 
GCts, and academic attainment. Pearson pmdnct"moment correlations were statistically 
significant (p < .001) a,nd were .50, 50, aJ;~d .47, for Reading, Number, and Spol<::tm 
Ll!llgnl!.ge, respectively, ~ed Qn th~e correlations, Stott et al. (1983) determined that 
when a child exhibited J.eam:ing diffkulties, it is more nse:f:hl to ass~s learnin,g style 
rather tha:n an intelligence test. This conclusion was made bet1ause l!ll assessment of 
learnillg $1J}e corM identify what requited remediatio1;1 should be used atrd hoW to 
evaluate the :reroe<®tiotL It is inrp!'>rtal;lt to mention that me$;ln'es Qfintel.ligt~1!ce at1d 
measures of learning styles are not entirely independent. In fact, Stottet aL (1983) stated. 
that lear:tli'ttg style was a s,lgnif'i.cal'!t deteJ;ollnant of intelligence. Because Of this, some Of 
the above variance is l:ilrely shared with intelligence. 
Early stl.ldies o:l'1eamhrg behaviors and styles made w~y fc0r tlretb<mght that some 
variables other than intelligence may be related to academic outcomes. Revision and 
e:xtension. of tha: GCLS ied to the constrnction offhe Le@li:rlg Behaviors Scale (LBS; 
McDermott, Green, Francis, & Stott, 2001). 
Learning Beh;l'\'lors Seal.e 
The Lear1!ing Behaviors Scale (LBS; MqDermott; Green, Francis 2001) is a 
teach~Jt-J;eport questionnaire consisting of29 positively ati.d. rregatively worded it!lt1ls 
specific to learning-related behaviors. Items are rated on behavior observed within the 
most recent two months on an ordinal scale including: Most often applies, Sometimes 
applies, or Doesn't apply~ Items are variably worded posilively at1d negatively to corrtrol 
for integrity (McDermott, Green, Francis, & Stott, 1999). 
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The LBS was nonned on 1,500 5-17 year olds stratified according to the 1992 
U.S. census by age, gender, academic level, ethni.city, family structure, disabling 
condition, national region, connnunity size, and parent education. There are four factors 
or ®b$cales: Compete11ce Motivation. (CM), Attitude Toward Leal:J1jng (AL), 
Attention/Persistence (AP), and Strategy/Flexibility (SF). CM behaviors are related to 
students' academie se)f,eff\<mcy (e.g., willingness to tackle new tasks, hesitant about 
giving answers). AL bebviors refer to student$' general approa.;h to thtlleami:ng 
environn;i;ent (e.g., doesn't care if successful ot not, cooperative in class activi.tieilJ AP 
behaviors are as$ociated with 1tttendi]1g appropriat~y to 1lcademi.cs and persever1tnce 
(e.g., easily distracted" co~tration soon fades). SF behaviors measure students' ability 
to work in different cireUlJ:IStances, change appt<>anhes if necessary (e.g" foi!ows 
inflexible procedures and accepts corrections). The Las was also co-normed on the 
Differential AQi]j'ly Scales (DAS; Elliott, 1990) and the Adjustment Scales for Children 
and Adoles.cents (ASCA; McDermott, Stott, & Marston, 1993). McDermott (1999) 
examined ooRverge'Ut and discriminant validit:y with (lnmparisons to the DAS !llld the 
ASCA The DAS was administered to l ,36o of the total LBS sample t<l' evaluate 
cognition, while the ASCA was administered to 1,2..42 of the total LBS ~Ie to evaluate 
psy¢hopatbolqgy. The correlatious between the LBS and the ASCA were significant, 
modera,t"' and negative, as well as some smllll, negative correlati<ms. This suggested 
evidence for discriminant validity (ranged from Rc = .17 to ~80). McDermott (1999) 
concluded from this pattern of correlations that problem behaViors decrease as leilrlling 
behaviors incrcese. However, there was a 30% overlap between learning behaviors 
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(LBS) and psychopathology (ASCA) based on c.anonical redundancy analysis and 
composite scores. 
Four bimultivarlate interactions emerged: 1) overall, good learning behavior was 
related to an absence of hyperactive behavior and low levels of other pathology e~P!m'I;U!g 
diffident behavior, 2) low competence motivation, strategy/fl~ility, l\flc:J 
attention/persistence \Vere related to diffident and avoidant behavtots, 3) low competence 
motivation coupled with low attitnde towa.rd learning was related to high avoidant and 
. . 
oppositional hebaviors, and 4) low strategyf:fle~Wilityand competence m.Ptivation were 
associated with high oppositional and diffident behaviors (M:cDennott, 1.999). Validity of 
the LBS was suggested in that the LBS accounted f<>r 12,1% of the variability in DAS 
verbal, nonverbal, and spatial abilitY (canonical wn-elation [R~] ='· .43) and 13..2% of the 
variability in DAS achievement (Jlc = A:'i). 
P.sychGmetric de:velopment of scales llke the Learning Beha:vior Scales (LBSJ and 
the Preschool Learning Behavior Scales (PLBS; McDermott, Lel:gh, & Perry, 20:(JZ) have 
demonstrated !hat classroGm teacher$ tend t9 respond more pro1'lcieutly to item anchor 
scales that are htid (2~3. points) rather than having many fine gradients of choice. Also, 
mMY scales, bY: th'\llT contellt @;1;!lre will illatme item sren:rs tlrat are aff=atively worded 
toward a positive Qt nega"tive vale.tiee. Such i~ produce :;kewed regponse distributions 
rl:lfleeting illvetse valence (i.e~ neglttively worded items result in positive skews in 
general populations, whereas positive items yield negative skews). Other abnormal 
distributions result from common teacher response patterns such as telati1rely leptokurtic 
distributions. Leptokt:irti.c distn1mtions in: thls oase are nsnally :resulting from 
respondents' hahit to select medial ratings rather than extreme positive or negative ones. 
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By using smaller point scales and almorma! response distributions, the magnitude and 
behavior of the correlations that bind items together and that are used as th.e building 
blocks of factor and other structural analyses will be affet:ted (McDermott et at, 2011} 
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The LBS standardization data sugg~ted a fottt-factor model Q:rtlmgomtlly rotated 
to equamax simple structure 1lll<l was shown to be invariant across gender, age, and 
race/etlmicity. The four factors wete defined and named based on the beh11viors 
measured by the items: Competence Motivation ( CM), Attitude Towl!Id Learning (AL), 
Attention/Persistence (AP), and SttategyJF!exibility (SF) (MPDe®ott, 19.9.9). Although. 
recent analysis of LBS standm<tizll.tion SlJ.mple fou;nd a bifattot st:roct!lre with a general 
dimension and three group factors (Cimivez & McDermott, 2015; Cailiv<iz & McDermott, 
2016). 
Research on the Learning Behaviors Scale 
Canivez & Gillespill (2005) exll.mined 30-day, shott-ttlrm stabilityofLBS scores 
by examining correlations between snbscales and the total scores across the retest interval 
to examine pattern agreemeut, Mean differences were also: examined across the retest 
interval to assess level agreement. Furthermore, interill!l consistency estiml!tes were l!lso 
studied at both times and correlations between the LBS l!Ud student grades assessed. the 
validity ofLBS scOJ:!'lS, The sll.mple included 209 studeut$ in kindergarten thro:ggh grade 
eight (M = 9.6:3, 8JJ"" 2.69). Sixteen teachers vol®te:ere.d to provide auon)'mOtls LBS 
ratings on students they observed for a :minimum of40 days in their classroom, then 
again 30 days later. 
Results showed that LBS snbscales/T otal scores pto.duced statistically siguilicant 
correlations between Time 1 to Time 2 for raw s.cores and Tscores, with correlations 
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ranging from .84 to .91 for raw scores and from . 73 to .82 for· T scores. There were 
statistically sigJ;Ii£icant increases in LBS Competence Motivation (CM) and 
Attention/Persistence (AP) subscales as well as the LBS Total scores, but effect sizes 
were t;rivial (d ranging from .03 to J4 IP:rraw scores, 11 ranging from .QQ to .. 0;2 forT 
scores) and not considered ()!inically meaningfuL Intern<Il consistency estimates at Time 
1 ranged from $2 to .93 and ranged from .84 to .92 at Time 2. When studying the LBS 
construct validity fo:rthe K-1 group, the LBS CM snbscaleprodnced the highest 
correlation (1',1,:" ;=c,70,p < .0'01) with global teachernttlugs ofachl.¢vement The LBS AP 
scale was sign.i£ieau~ly correjatl)q with global achievem:ent (r,., = AO,p < .001), as was 
the LBS tot.al sc.ore (ril!P '"'" .48,p < .001). The LBS Attimde Toward Learning (AL) and 
Strategy/Flexibility (SF) scales were not.sigJ;Iificantly c!lttelated With.global teacher 
ratings of achievement. The LBS construct validity coefficients that compared the LBS 
subscales and Total score with students' GP As ranged from .40 to .&2 and all were 
statistically signilbmt 
Cani"11ez, Willenborg, and 1.\.earney (2004, 200>) e;miP:iued the relationships 
between the LBS and ASCA with an independent s~~IIWle of 246 students in grades 1-11. 
Teachers :rated at least four male and four fe"l:J'lale $tnde)'lts that they had observed for at 
least 40 days ptiorto the completion of the ASCA and the LBS. Because several LBS 
scales measw:e learning behaviors that are rcla:ted to characteristics linked to 
psychopathology, it was expected that some LBS scales and some ASCA scales would 
have moderately high and statistically significant negative correlations, 
Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients were used to provide estimates 
of convergent and divergent validity between the ASCA and the LBS. The ASCA 
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Overactivity (OVR) and. Underactivity (UNR) global adjustment scales were significantly 
and negatively correlated with the LBS Total score. The correlation between the ASCA 
OVR scale and the LBS Total (r = •J14) was significantly higher than ihe correlation 
betweentbeASCA UNR §~:ale an.d the LBS Total (r= -.43),~=3.29,p < .001. As in 
McDermott (1999), better learning beh&viors were &Ssocfated with fewer 
overactive/externalizing problems than nnderMtivelintemalizing problems. The global 
LBS an.d ASCA scales seem to be me&Surfng di::f.ferent but somewh&t related constructs as 
it ~ppeared th&t m.ost of the reliable variability oftl\e LJlS Was distinctive from 
p~;yebapllcihPlo~c Among the LBS subscales ~ ASCA Cow Syndromes, co:o;el®on.s 
ranged from.(')() to -.61 (Mdn, = -.43) and 20 of24 wete statistically significant after 
adJUSting t:X (Botrferroni Correction) for multiple ®l!)parisons. A statistically significant 
and moderoatel;y high correlation was observed between the ASCA Attention-Deficit 
Hyperactive (ADH) syndrome and ihe LBS AP seal? (r= -.61, 37% sharedVl!rianee). 
This showed that generally good attention and persistence toward learning tasks was 
connected with fewer behavioral ,ytnprorns pfatJ:entiou deficit-hypen,t~vify~ The LBS 
SF scale had moderately high and sJ;atisticaJ1y significant correlations with the AflCA 
Attention-Deficit Hyperactive (AD}J), Solitary Aggtessive Provocative (SAP), and 
Oppositional Defiant (OPD) core syndromes, This suggested tbllct in:flel4ol<> !l[lproaches 
to learning Were related to a:tteutimi Ml'icit-hYPeractivity, provocative &ggtession, an.d 
oppositional behaviors, Poor &ttitudes toward learning were rela:te.d to a:ttention deficit. 
hyperactivjty, oppositional beha:viors, and avoidance. LoW levels of competence 
motivation Were connected with symptoms of attention deficit-hyperactivity, oppositional 
behaviors, and avoidance. 
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Canivez, Willenborg, & Kearney (2006) examined the fuctor structure o:f 
the LES with an independent sample to replicate the resqlts of McDermott (1999) with 
the LBS standardization' sample. Data from 241 students in grades 1-7 were provided by 
27 teachers from 9 differe:nt schools. Varilnax an.d equamax rotations were PQth 
examined an_d produced shnilru: results. The equamax rotation provi4ed the most stable 
solution in the factor an.alyses ofthe LBS standardization data. l'hi.s Study also utilized 
resq!~s: of the equ001~ rotation for direct comparis()n to Jhe LBS sta:tldardization sample 
and the Worrell et ;ll.. (2(}01) stndy. As in the Worrell et at. {200!} stndy, res))lts showed 
five fuctors pmdn~i'gg eigeJ;tvllllles greater than l, the scree te$t il!I.gge!lted llxttacting fom 
factors. and piu'allel analysis suggested extracting three fact()rs. The four- arid three-
fuot()r models were prese:nted because the LBS was based on afour·:f®tor m_ode! 
(M£Dermott, 1999). The three,factor model was also examined and presented for 
comparative pmposes smqe it was as a possible solution in the Worrell et aL (200 1) 
stndy. 
Internal coU$1stency estimates f()r the f()nr LBS factQrs and Jhe LB$ Total sc(}re 
were found to be high for the total sample(. 78 to .93; Mdn = .&8) as well as for gender 
atXd gta,de level sq1Jgrollps (.71 to .94; Mdn = .37). Most ()fthe alph.a coefficients m¢t ()r 
exceeded criteri:,t s)1gges:ted as necessary for use of the scal.es fur individual deciston-
m~llg or diagnostic pmposes. Uris stl1dy aJso prov~ded considerable support for the 
fonr-factormodel of the LBS with almost all items loading on factors consistent with the 
standardization sample. Coefficients of cOJ1grtience assessed the fact()nal invariance of 
the present factor structure results in comparison to the identical analysis with the LBS 
standardJzation sample an.d resulted in "good" or ''excellent" matches to the factorial 
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res)llts of the LBS standardizatioJ] sample. Coefficients of congruence ranged from .93 
(SF) to .98 (CM} Results from the three-factor model fit tho~e from Worrell et al. 
(2001) but was not as good of a fit as the four-factor modeL 
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Canivez (2005) ex~ed the iJJtemal co:q;sfsteP.cyte]iability ®d co:QVetgent and 
divergent vllclidity of LBS ~d A$CA scl)Tes for four mdependent samples ofNative 
A:rnenG!ilj_. Indian students (N = 666) ill grades K-12 to investigate differential reliability 
and validity (bias} lll)Jong LBS and ASCA seores.~ Internal consistency estimates were 
ealeJ1lated to estimm:e the reliability pfLBS and ASCA scores with the present sample. 
Peatso!l. ptodJict-woment ®ttelatifin eoeffiAI¢JJ.ts weJ;e: calcJil.ated to provfde estimates of 
cotJveJ;g.ent and divergent validity betwew the ASCA and the LBS.. Consistent with the 
fii1di.r!gs ofMcDertn:ott (WJ9) and Catlivez et at, (2.004, 2005), the ASCA global 
adjustment sesles OV.&.and tlNR were significantly and. negatively correlated with the 
LBS Tots! score. The coml$on hetween the ASCA OVR scale and the LBS Total 
(r = -.6.0) was significantly higher than the correlation between the ASCA UNR scale and 
fheLBS Total (r =-.39); z= 5,12,.p < . .0001. 
At the global scale level the LBS and ASCA ap!lear to be measuring different bnt 
related consJ;lllcts as ft !!ppeared that most of the reliable variability of the LBS was 
unique. Correlations ranged from , l 0 to -.63 for the Core Syndromes of the LBS ®d 
ASCA (Mdn, = -.39) and 23 of24 were statistically signi:fic;ant after adJnstilJ.g q; 
(Bonferroni correction) for multiple comparisons. A statistically significant and 
moderately high correlation was detected between fue ASCA ADH syndrome and the 
LBS AP scale (r = ~Jj3, 40% shared variance) which signified that generally good 
attention and persistence toward learning tasks was associated with fewer behavioral 
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symptoms of attention deficit-hyperactivity_ Other associations of poor attention. and 
persistel}ce were prominent with provocative agg:ressioP., .and oppositional behaviors. 
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The LBS SF scale had moderately high and statistically meaningful correlations with the 
ASCA ADH, SAP, SAl, $!d OPD core syndromes_ This ptopos<1S that inflexible 
approl].Ches to learning were as_sociated with attention deflcitrhyperactivity, provoCl$.ve 
aggression, iniptilsive aggression, and oppositional behaviors. Poor attitudes toward 
leaming were mostly and 1lS1laily associated with $ention de:fidt-hyperactivity and 
avoidan6e. Low levels of com:petence motivation. were U$Ually associated with syl:bl;>totrJS 
of attention defi~Jit:-hype~tivitr and avoidance_ 
Learning-to-,Lea:~:n S~ale 
The Le~to"Learn Scale (L TLS) is a meastu:e tbat evolved ftotn the Leaming 
B.ehaviars Scale and Preschool LBS which were designed to measure learning behaviors_ 
The L TLS im;lqdes-more items (55 total) than the LB$. which are specifically de:;lgned to 
reveal more differential facets ofleaming behavior while being sensitive to change over 
tinle, McJJetmott ¢t aJ_ lJ_sed a sample of 1,980 preschool children in Philadelphill, P A, 
He.ad SWJ; classrooms in 2006-2007 _ Eighty teachers oompleted the LTLS. 
The Lea:rniqg-to-Learn Scale (LTLS) is a 55 item rating scale thatclqsely 
CQJ-respqnd,s to behavioral hierarchies bypreseniing items reflecting pro~ssivels more 
CQmple:l<: behaviors .in each area_ Each item is rated ort a common ordered categorical 
scale indicating that a given behavior (QVer the past month) "Does not apply," 
"Sometimes applies," or ~consistently applies" for the clnld being assessed. The 7 
factors provided by the L TLS are: ( 1) Strategic Pillll11ing, (2) Effectiveness Motivation, 
(3) Interpersonal Responsiveness in Leaming, (4) Vocal Engagement in Leaming, (5) 
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Sustained Focus in Learning, ( 6) Acceptauce ofNovelty and Risk, and (7) Gwup 
Learning. Item examples of the factors are: Strategic Planuing (e.g,, item, "Developed a 
plan of action after considering the possible consequences"), Effectiveness Motivation 
(''Volllt!"ta!ily en!li!ges in an activity that has previ!J"l!sly posed some challenge$''), 
Interpersonal ReSPonsiveness in Learning ("R<;lsp.onds positively to suggestions for an 
alternative way to complete a task <lr aativity (i.e., positive verbal ot nonverbal 
response"), Vocal Engagem!lllt m Learning ("Vohmtarily demonstrates skills and 
knowledge (e.g., "Listen to me CQUfitto 1 0,'' "l wrote my name."), S~ed Focus in 
Leaming ("Stays focused on an iJidixidt!l\1, self-directed activi;ty fotro!lte than 10 
l!)inute,s"), Acceptance ofNovelty and Risk ("Acts in a receptive and confident way when 
asked to participate in a new task <tr aGtivity"), and Group Learoing ("Initiates an 
appropriate activity with another child or children without direc;tion from teacher or 
teacher assistant (e.g., building with blocks, starting a puzzle''). 
Initial item analyses confirmed that the distributions for all items were somewhat 
negatively skewed (M skewness~ -J)5.8) and noticeably IeptoknrtiG (Mkl.p:tosis = 2.23) 
with elevation in the middle category, ''Sometimes applies'' (McDermott et aL, 2011 ), 
The sample was randomiy !ISSigned into an explomt<ltJ snbsample (11 = 1,000) and 
confirmatory sub.sample {11 = 9.80). Polychoric item cort\llati()cns were computed fqr the 
exploratotJ snbsamp!e using two"stage maximlllll,-llke[ihood estimation (Olsson, 19'79), 
and the l:nl.ttrix was smoothed for nonsingularity and positive semidefiniteness through 
least-squares approximation of the original matrix. The smoothed matrix was used for 
minimal average partialing (MAP; Velicer, 1976) to suggest the number of factors for 
retention and then submitted to iterative principal factors fuctoring with squared multiple 
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correlations as initial communality estimates with varimax, equimax, and promax 
rotation, 
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Confirmatory factor analyses (CFA) proceeded by submitting flm smoothed 
polychoric matrix detived for the tt:serve Snb$a,mple tp. stroctwal equations modeling_ 
RobJ.(St fit inQices W&!! applied where confirmation was expected to yield a comparative 
fit index. (CFI) 2':,95 and. root mean Squared ertor of approximation (RMSEA)- The 
simultaneous variario:n. of ilre grou,p factors operated in exploratory a:n.alyst:s, llere, a 
geneml factotwas fllj;led ilrroug.Q fulllnfunnation bifactor analyses (GibbofiS et aL, 20()7; 
Gibbons lit :Hlldeke;,. 1992) whieh :q>plied colJtmsts Qf chi-squared deviance, empiriMI 
reliability, and sal:t!fation a,cr:oss the models_ «cpA using the 48 items obtaining a single 
salient loading in exploratory analysis Sttppotted the 7 -factor model ( CFI = ,995, RMSEA 
""_050:with 90"AI oorrfidence limits at _fr48 and _051, respectively)" (McDennott etat, 
2011, p, 15'1), 
Scaled scores (M = 50, SD = 1 0) were examined through expected a. posteriori 
(EAP) ~ayesian estimation. Composite reliability of these scores (Emb:retsou Be Reise, 
2000) and maximum test information were predicted for each ofthe factors, Teachers' 
asse$$®nt scores were based on. item parameters_ This was done J.n order to show anY 
ch:ang<i$1n children's and mean factor scores_ 
Concurrent associations were examined through Fall200'h,200& coJ;telations 
between subsequent L TLS factor scores and cogUitive snbscale scotes of the LE. Risk 
reduction was tested by conversion of2007-2008 eiid-o:t:-yeat LE cognitive petfonnance 
scores and December 2006-2007 LTLS scores to create variables_ The LTLS was used to 
predict cognitive deficiencies 6 months later, 
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McDermott et aL (2011) had a goal of producing a scale sensitive to longiwdinal 
changes in learning behaviors, Therefore, multilevel individual growth curve modeling 
was used to examine change for each LTLS factor from the first administration to the 
second l!dministration. "Temporal Score Vatiati-on within children ww; held as Levell in 
these models, whereas Level :1 ml')de1ed variation between children within classrooms 
and Level 3 variation between classrooms" (McDermott mal., 2011, 'p. 154). A,ge of 
child, inequality of intervals se]Jarating L TLS administratiorn>, sex of child, special 
education status, and ll!Ilgrtll)le learner stl!tus were controlled. 
Results showed three ®tcome;;. The distribution ()ft«tchers' item tespotlS<lS 
suggested au approach that would acknowledge the nature of ordered categorical data a:hd 
the issues that may o!3cW' i:l' these data we~;e treated as C<'lntin!lons variables. It was cle.ar 
that the polychoric correlatioos tended. to enhance the roles played by several items aud 
helPed produce a seventh factor~ whereas the continuous data ~olntion found onl'jl six 
fuctors. The solution reported here also served to separate dimens~ons that are found to 
be hidden by Pearson correlations. This suggested that the importance of at least treating 
]Jotentially categorical data as such and making jnd)lllents with other a]Jproachils 
(McDermott et al., 2011} 
When lg0Ji:ing at stn:rctore, there was clear ~dence for a general faciPr of good 
learning behavi.or that cor1veys the broad-spec:ttl;lm copstrnct, whik at the $arne time, 
highlighting an interesting display of more specific subtypes oflearrting behavior t!l 
benefit and inform research and practice. All L TLS factors showed significant 
relationships to cognitive petformance and the general factot, and most group factors 
(Strategic Plaoning, Inte!Jlersonal Responsiveness, Vocal Engagement, and Sustained 
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Focus) demonstrated ability to s.erve as protective factors against future def'Icits in 
cognitive perfounance, This finding indicated that children who manifest lit least average 
learning behavior skills in those areas lit the beginning of the school year are much less 
likely to combat academic f!\ilut.e by the end of that sa:tne )"ei!T (McPermott et al, l(}ll ). 
Findings showed that LTLS vocal engagement consistently functions to reduce 
failure risk mute than any other specific factor (overall M = 58.1 %) and foull 
ac~vement areas assessed, The next most successful factor was strategic planning, 
whiCh re<fuoed risk f<Jr every type oJ' ta\lu.re (overall M = 50. O%) excepting 
J1onproficiency for recogtllli.oll and d!»ttinnnl!tioo of alphabet chl!fatters, Whete sustained 
focus replaces strategic planning liS a secondary protection. The LTLS effectivetress 
motivation, accept-anoe of novelty at1d risk, and grolip learning factors prodn~Jed no risk 
reduction fur this particular preschool sa:tnple {McDermott et al., 2011 ). · 
The LTLS was fc0nnd ta be sensitiv-e to ch:mge over time. For every gwgp factor 
model, the linear and cnblc growth rate parameters were positive, and quadratic rates 
were negative, Among group factors, the estimaWd J.inear gtowth rates r:mged :fr.om 
1.861 standard sc;;ore points per month for Vocal Engagement in Learnillfl to 0, 767 SS 
points. per month for Ac\\eptance ofNovelty and Risk (where across all scv!lll group 
tl!Qtors, M linear growth= l ,314 SS points per month). Ove.ta:lll!wrage growth 
(including linear and nonlinear) change = 1.149 SS point;> moi!tldy. Becam;e the scale 
wa:s found to be sensitive to cha]lge, this paved the way for accurate assessment of 
interventions, especially those targeted to improve appro:iches to learning at eatly ages 
and with more complicated populations (McDermott et al., 2011 ). 
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Summary and Extension 
In previous studies, the Learning-to-Learn Scalt:'s internal structure was 
examined using a sample ofpreschool children (McDennott et al., 201 I). The LTLS 
items aou:ld also be applied to other edncationall.eve!s if shown to be capa,ble of similar 
me~~Surement LTLS items should be applied and asses.sed with primary and secondary 
aged students (K -12 ). 
By examining~ LTLS in cl:rildren within grades K-12, there is potential f.orns.e 
of this scale in prevention and early intervention. The LTLS tuay be an effectiVe S:eteeMt 
fo:r ll,S:sessing student's le$Uing behavi-Ors as well aS co:ooparing Ie$Ui!lg behaviors to end 
ofthe year school-wide teSting ot classroom grades. This measure may guide 
intervention for .childrel!'s leaming behaviors. 
The prnpose of the present study was to examine the internal structure ofihll 
Learning-to-Learn scales with a K-12 sample io order to dmnnine how manyflu;tors are 
present, their covariance, and el!"amine how much variance is apportioned to the factors. 
This scale may be fit fm screeniog le$Uing behaviors i!I)d providing apprapriate 
intervention for stndents. 
Research QnestiQJ!'S 
The clll:'ren:t stQdy was an extension ofthe :LTLS preschool articl!l by McDermott 
et aL (20 ll). This smd.y aSSessed the Learning-to-Learn Scales and its abJ.1itY to measure 
learning behaviors of children io grades K-12. To date, no LTLS research had examioed 
this scale with primary m secondaty school-aged indiV'idnals. Becanse the LTLS .has 
only been examined with preschool aged childr-en, there is a need to exarn..i:ne exploratory 
factor analysis with higher-order orthogonalli;ation in order to examine; how robust the 
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scales are with individuals in grades K-12_ Therefore, the following research questions 
were examined: 
L When LTLS items are rated by teachers ofK -12 students and analyzed, how 
many first-order f&etots are suggested based on mwtiple criteria? 
2_ Are the first-artier {j\cto[!l correlated, and if$<;>, how many secoml"order factors 
are suggested? 
3 _ If sewnd order f&etor( s) are extracted, how much item variance is alloGated to 
general hi!l!:archical factor(s), and how much variance is apportioned to specific 
group factor(s ).? 
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Method 
Partidpants 
A sample of 277 students ln grades K-12 was obtained for this study. Tbis sample 
inc:lrtded. $hldents .!'rom 15 schools in illinois. Incomplete d;l.t<; were deleted from: 
analyses (73 incomplete scales). Appraval was gained from school principal$ before 
teachers were initially ema:iled requesting participation. Teachers of grades K,I2 were 
recruited to rate randomly selected strtdents from their c.las.sroom that they hlld observed 
for at least 3 months. TeacheragesrangedftomZZ-65 years (M= 39.63; Sll = llSl). 
The number of years teachingr<mgedfrom l-42 years (M =13.53 ;SD = 9.11). There 
Were !63 (92%) female teat>hers .and 14 male t¢~tchers. (8%). There wete 171 CaUcasian 
participants (96.5%), 2 African Arne~ participants (1.5%), 3 Hispanieparticipants 
(1.5%), and I multiracial participant (.5%). 
Table 2 presents demographic information for the rated children with complete 
item ratings on the Learning-to-Learn scale. A total of 177 teachers completed a toW of 
277 LTLS forms from 15 schouls in lllinois. Each teacher rated 1-6 students in their 
classrooms. Participants ranged in grades from K-12. Distributions ofTallngs per grade 
were similar. Grade 10 hll:dihe leas ratings (8) while grade 3 aud4 b.ad the most ratings 
(20). A total of 61% of smdents rated were general education struleuts and 39% were 
special educatiou stt!d!"nts. 
Measure 
Learning-to-Learn Scales. The L'ILS is a measru:e that was derived frqm the 
Learning Behaviors Scale and is specifically designed to reveal :many differeutial facets 
oflearning behavior and to be s.ensitive to change over time. The LTLS is .a 55 item 
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rating scale that closely corresponds to behavioral 'hierarchies by presenting items 
reflecting progressively more complex behaviors in each area. Each item is rated on a 
common ordered categorical scale indicating that a given behavior (over the past month) 
''Does not apply," "Sometimes applies," or "Consistently applies" for th,e child assessed. 
ltem,s are variably worded positively and negatively to .control for integrity. The 7 f!!ctors 
included on the LTLS based on preschool children are: (I) Strategic Planning, (l) 
Effectiveness Motivation, (3) Interpersonal Responsiveness in Learning, (4) Vocal 
Engagement in Learning, {5) Sustained FocttS in J';earni!!g, (<J) Acceptance of' Novelty 
and Risk, and (7) Group Learning. 
Table 2 
Demographic,s ofs11Jdenis mted for the Leammg-to-
Learn Scale (LTLS) .Coftl!enience St.unple (N ~ 177) 
Grade ll Percent 
K ~ 9 
1 16 6 
2 ~ 8 
3 30 11 
4 3'0 11 
5 ~ 9 
6 ~ 9 
7 23 8 
8 21 8 
9 18 6 
10 .8 3 
11 it> 6 
12 18 6 
Education Statu!> 
General Ed, 
Special Eit 
Ethnicity 
White/Caucasian 
BlacldAfrican 
American 
Asian 
Hispanic 
Mnltiracial 
150 
127 
150 
51 
27 
40 
9 
(jl 
39 
55 
18 
14 
lO 
3 
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Procedure 
Prior to data collecrtion, Eastem TI!inois University's Institutional Review Board 
. . 
reviewed and approved this study's procedures. Teachers were asked for their 
partioipatjon a);ld to randomly select stodents for whom they completed the LTLS. P~ 
were collected anonymously. Daflt were colleet<;:d i'otlowing the first 8 weeks of s<;.hool in 
order for the teacher to become sufficiently famlliar with the students they were rating. 
Teachers were also instn;tcted to inelude se:&, gt:ade, :;rge, years teaching, and school and 
specifically instructed nat to ineJude a:aypetsonally identifying child ini'ounation such as 
name and birthdate. The LTLS Was completed on!Uie thrpugh the sll.h'"e)'pt9@!IU 
Qualtrics and data were. StOI:ed on a passw!'\rdpro1:ected program (Quattrics, Ptovo, DT). 
Participants with missing itel't!S were de:leted :ft;Qm analyses. 
Data Analyses 
The first two resewch gue!lt!ons weye ~red using principal mds ilxplor!ltory 
factor analysis. The goal of factor analysis is to reveal the structure of the variables 
within a sca:le .. Furthermore? il.c;;tor analysis produces dimensions which derived :frotn 
' pattern variable correlatfons (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007). The variables of this research 
pwj ect were the 5$ Ll'L$ items. There was a multistep decisiou l)'laklt)g process to 
assess fUe theoretical stmcture qfthe LTLS based on Gotsuoh (1!183). Smoothed 
po!yehoric;. con-elations were produced using EQS (Bentler & WU, 2005) and the resntting 
matrix was use.d in the exploratory factor analysis (EFA), because polychoric correlations 
are the preferred measure of correlations when the items of the scale in question are 
ordinal. Bartlett's Test of Sphericity, K.aiset-Meyer-Olkin (K.MO) Test, and an inspection 
of the correlation matrix was used to determine EF A adequacy. Bartlett's Test of 
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Sphericity was us.ed to test if ihe sample had equal variances or homogeneity of variance_ 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Test measures. the adequacy ofthe sample for factor analysis. 
Adequacy of the sample is measured by the index closely approaching LOO_ MUltiple 
methods of determining the number of factors to retain. were !!sed and in>3lnded; the 
Kaiser-Guttman Unity-Eigenvli!ne rule (McDermott et <~1., 2011; Tabachnick & Fidell, 
2007), scree test (Cattell, 19:66), plll:allel analysis (B.om, 1965), and theoretical 
co:nYergan® and parsil:uony. S;;lieucy of item association on the fuctors was determiued 
lJ$iug a criterion of a tn;iu,lm\l!l:l fa~o.r pattem coefficient of oAo (McDermott ¢t al, 2011; 
TabaQhni-ck & Fidell, 2007). The nntnbet of .®<Uoot !terns to define a factor was s.et a 
priori at 4 items per factor while producing inteynally consistent factors (i.e., r 2: _70}, 
Factors wete (!bliquely rNated ih]:QUgh Prorrnt:ll. in order to allow for correlated factors_ 
After first-order e:x:plor&ory !actor analyses were conducted, a second-order 
e:;ql!oratory f~r Jl1lli!Y~>is of the 11bl:l:qJiely rotl).ted factor correlation matrix was 
conducted since the fusH}rder fuctors were highly corr_elated_ Following this extraction, a 
Schmid-Leiill$ trat~Sfo:rrnl!lion (Schmid & Leiman, 1957) was conducted to determine if 
hem variance apportions to first:-order factors and higher-order factor, Appropriate 
portions Ocf OOlJl1l:J_on variance within the items were apportipned to the higher •otdeJ' fa:cl:Qr 
and the residual C(}mmon W!tianoe lll:llong the items was apportioned to the Iowet-otder 
factors uslng the MacOriho progrlll:ll (Watkins, 2004)_ 
After the Schmid-Leiman transformatiou, omega-hi:erare.lrical ( roa) and omega-
hierarchical subscale ( ffiE!s; Reise, 2012) coefficients were estimated_ The true score 
variance was estimated by omega-hierarchical and omega-hierarchical subscale which are 
more appropdat¢ teliability inde"es when considedug a bifactor modeL Omega• 
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hierarchical subscale is the reliability estimate for the group factor with all other group 
and general factors removed (Reise, 2012), McDonald's omega-hierarchical (1999) 
provides a better estimate than Cronbach' s coefficient alpha for the composite score and 
theJ:efute .showil be ]1secl when eJqJloring the reliability of a S!!:Uctctn;l model. Th.e o:m:ega 
estirnate.s were produced using the Omega l?rogram (Wl\tklns, 20 13). CrOIIbach's 
coefficient alphas were also estimated to toir!pate alpha and omega toclli~uis, 
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Results 
Descriptive Stqfistic~J 
Table 4 presents the smoothed polychoric and Pearson prodnct"illornent 
correlations and descriptive statistics for the L TLS ite)JJ.I; from, the convenience srunpli:J_ 
As expected, polychoric corr~:Jlations are tyPiecaliY h\gher than the Pearson co!Tclal:ions for 
these ordinal item ratings_ Univariate skewness estimates ranged from -.32 to -Ll5; with 
none of the 55 itetns great~r than. [2,fl[; univariate kurtosis estimates ranged from-L093 
to .09; with none ofthe 55 items greater than [5.0[ (Onwuegbuzie & baniel, ?0lt2~ West, 
Finch & Curran, 1995)- These estitoatcJ> ind11;1lted that Leatning-to-Learn Scale tte)JJ.I; 
were univariately normally dislrllmted. Mardia' s (I 970) normalized multivariate kurtosis 
estimate of 33.98 indicated these data were highly tnultivariately non-norma1ly 
distributed (Bentler, 2<J05). 'rllB principal rods BFA produced a Kaiser-Meyer4)fkin 
measure of sampling adequacy C(le:fficient of 0.91, This estimate exceeded the ,60 
criteria recommended by Tabaclmick & Fidell (2007). Bartlett's test of !lphericlty wlll) 
15785.36 (p < . 001) and indicated. thllc LTLS item correlation mattix Was not lii!P.do:m. 
Communality estimates ranged frorn ,37 to ..78, The sample size W;>S adequate £or EF A 
given the ct>mmunity e&ti1'!lates (Fabrigar et al,, 1999). 
Exp/QtatiJry Flit:.tf!r Anlflys(!.s 
the eigenvalue > l cdterion suggested retaining seven fao.tt>rs while the, Scree test 
and Horn's parallel analysis (HP A) suggested three factors. Figure l ptesents the scree 
plot from HP A. Extraction of five or more factors. produced factors containing too few 
items ( < 4) with salient fact-ot pattern ct>effic:lents, items with no salient factor pattern 
coefficients, item cross-loadings on multiple factors, and smaller alpha coefficients. Thus, 
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four factors were retained, which satisfied all a priori criteria and each LTLS item 
achiev!ld sa:lientloading on one LTLS factor (simple structure). 
Four-Factor Extraction 
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Figt!re 1. ~plots ,for Horn's parallol aoa!Jisis fur the LTLS with a ¢1>~ni<;>nqe sample. 
Table 5 presents first -order EF A r<:sults wlth four factors ~acted il!l!stratmg 4o 
ofthe 55 LTLS iJ:etns had salient factor lo<J;dmgs and two of the 4~ ha,d sllljent loadin!ll1 
QU two faetots cross-loading. Firstnnmtattld factor structnte mefficients (g loadings) 
shOWed most LTLS items were "gMcf' (29 items) or "fah:" (22 itetns), indicators {)[ 
Lea.m behaviors according to Ratdman's (1994) criteria (2 ,70 =good, .50 -.69 c= fair,< 
50 =poor). Item associations in the present sample were compared to the factors 
previously identified by McDermott (20 11). Factor 1 included 19 total items with 7 
associated with Effectiveness Motivation (EM), 5 items associated with Strategic 
Planning (SP), 4 items associated with Sustained Focus in Learning (SF) and one item 
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each in Interpersonal Responsiveness in Learning (IR), Acceptance of Novelty and Risk 
(AN), aJ:ld not associated with a previons f1>ctor. Factor 2 im.;luded 11 total items with 5 
associated with Vocal Engagement (VE), 2 associate.d with Strategic Planning (SP), and 
one item each frot!l. Ef,l'ect\veness Motivation (EM), Sustained Foo!ll! in Learning (S:e), 
Group Learning (GL) and not associated with a previous factor- Factor 3 indude.d 9tota:l 
items with 5 items associated with h:ttel;j}ersonal Responsiveness in Learning (IR) and 
one item eaCch fro:ro Strategic Planoing (SP), Group Lea:roing {GL), and Effectiveness 
Motivatipn {EM) and not associated with a factor. Factor 4 co!)Sisted of 6 total items with 
one item ~eh frOt!l. Ef,l'ect\veness Motiv~n (EM), Stra.tegiePlllttlling (SP), 
Interpersonal Responsiveness in Learning (llt), Acceptance of Novelty and Risk (AN), 
and 2 items Mt associated with a preViC\us factor. Since fuetot f6ur itetns did not appear 
to associate with a specific factor( s ), three factor EF A was examined_ Due to the 
limitations ofthe fuur factor model, further analyses were not considered_ Tahle three 
consists ofthe item analyses from the four factor EFA 
Table.3 
[temAnaly$isoff'our Fac;tor ElM. 
Factor 1 
-19 total items 
• 7 items ~Effectiveness Motivation (EM) 
• 5 items ~strategic Planning (SP) 
• 4 items -Sustained Focus in Learning ('SF) 
• l item- Interpersonal Responsiveness in Learning (lR) 
• l ikm -Accejlfance of Novelty and Risk (AN) 
• 1 item noi associated with a preVious factor 
Factor2 • 5 items -Vocal Engagement (VE) 
-11 total items • 2ltems- Strategic Planning (SP) 
• 1 item - Effectiveness Motivation (EM) 
• 1 item - S)ll!tained Focus in Learning (8-F) 
• 1 item- Group Learning (GL) 
• 1 item not associated with a ptevio)ls factor 
Table- 3 continues 
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Table 3 contiDlled 
Factor 3 • 5 items - IntelJlersonal Responsiveness in Learning (IR) 
-9 total items • 1 item - Strategic Planning (SP) 
• 1 item- Group Learning (GL) 
• 1 item -Effectiveness Motivation (EM) 
• 1 item not associated with a previous factor 
• 1 item - Effectiveness Motivation (EM) 
Factor4 • l item - Strategic Planning (SP) 
-6 total items 
• 1 item - Interpersonal Responsiveness in Learning (IR) 
• I item- Acceptance of Novelty and Risk (AN) 
• 2 items not associated with a previous factor 
Table 3. Item ana1ysis of four fuctor EFA 
Three-Factor Extraction 
Table 6 presents first-order EF A results with three factors extracted illustrating 
that 49_ of the 55 L TLS items had salient factor loadings and two of the 49 items had 
salient loadings on two factors (cross-loading). First unrotated factor structure 
coefficients (g loadings) showed most LTLS items were "good" (31 items) or "fair" (21 
items) indicators of Learning-to-Learn behaviors and only 3 "poor" items according to 
Kaufman's (1994) criteria (2: .70 =good, .50 ~.69 =fair,< .50 =poor).Items were 
compared to the factors previously foliJ;ld in the articie by McDennott et al. (2011). 
Factor 1 included 21 total items with 7 items associated with Effectiveness 
Motivation (EM), 7 items associated with Strategic Planning (SP), 3 items associated 
with Sustained Focus in Learning (SF), one item each associated with Interpersonal 
Responsiveness in Learning (IR), Acceptance ofNovelty and Risk (AN), and 2 items not 
associated with any previous LTLS factor. Factor 2 contained 14 total items with 6 
asso~:iated with Vocal Engagement (VE:), 2 associated with Strategic Planning (SP),.2 
associated with Acceptance ofNovelty and Risk, one item Group Learning (GL), and 2 
items not associated with a previous LTLS factor. Factor 3 displayed 14 total items with 
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8 items associated with Interpersonal Responsiveness. in Learning (IR), 1 items associated 
with Acceptance of Novelty and Risk (AN), one item each associated with Strategic 
Planning (SP), Group :Learning (GL), and not associated with a previous L TLS factor. 
Since the items loaded onto factors in a way that was conducive to nam.ing factors, the 
three factor structure appeared best for this sample. The factors were renamed for this 
sample. Factor 1 combined previous factors EM, S.P, and SF t<l create Planning and 
S11S4riued Motivation in Learning (PM). Factor 2 composed mo~ly ofVB, therefore, was 
named Vocal Engagement in Learning (VE),. ttnd Factor 3 was made up oftnostly lR, 
therefore, was named Interpersonal Responsiveness i11 LC!lmmg (IRJ. The ro.ode.r:ate to 
high factor correlations presented in Table 4 (3.80 to .808) suggest the presence of a more 
general Learning-to-Learn behavior factor (Gotsucb., 1983; Thompson, 2004) J:Cqu:iring 
explication. 
Seco.ntl-Order EFA 
Using the L TLS fact~r correlations produced by proro.ax. mtation, a second-order 
EFA was performed and the resu1ts sllbjected to schmidt and Leiman otthogonalization 
using the MacOrthaprogram (W <ttkins, 2ll04). Factor pattern coefficients: from the 
obliquely mtated fust--order EFA sol\I!i<'in <rod tb.e sec~md-order factor loading 
coeffio:lenli$ produced bY second-order EF A were 11S!ld, and the SL procedure as aPPUed 
m the Mt~eOttl!o pro~ (Watkit!S, 2004) apportio!led Common variance fusf to fue 
higher-order factor and tbe residual common variance was then apportioned to the group 
factors. Schmid and Leiman noted that this "not only preserves the desired interpretation 
characteristics of the oblique solution, but also discloses fue hierarchical structuring of 
the variables" (Jr. 5'3} Results are ptesmted in Table 7 and illus:trate that the general 
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Learning-to-Learn behaviors dimension acrounted for 47.8% of the total variance and 
793% of the common variance. The s~ondcord:er factor also accounted for between 
42.7% and 80.8% of the indNidual item variability. At the first-order level, PM 
accounted for @1 additi<It:llil4. 3% of the total vari®Ce m.!d 7,1% of the colll1)1o)l va;ianee, 
VE (!'Ccounted for .an additional4. 7% of total variance @ld 7. 7% ofthe common variance, 
®d IR acGoU1lted for an additional 3.6% (;)£the total varian.ce and 5.9% the collUllon 
variance, The seco)ld-order and first-onler factors combined to measwe u0.2% of the 
vatlallee in. the LTLS scores resulting in 39.8% uniqll.e variance, which is a combination 
of speci:fic a,M error va:da11ce. Also prese11ted W. Table 4 at:e the omegachi~tchical (ron) 
®d ornega"hjerarchical subscale (Ollf~) coefficients that are based on the SL results. The 
omega,hi¢t:arehical coefficie11t for the seco)ld"(}rder factor was .9:3, wl:lile the !>mega-
hierarchical subscale coefficie11ts for PM, VB, lR were . I 4, .27, and .16, respectively .. The 
Oln coefficient for the general Learning-tl:l-Leat:n behavior dimension (,834) was high, 
indicating a large portion ofunique true score variance. The OlliS coefficients for PM 
(.Hi7), VE(,253), and IR (.419) were sm!!ll; ind(cating substantiwly less unique true 
score variance that limits confident interpretation of unit weighted m;ores (Reise, 2012; 
Reise eta!., 2013). 
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Discussion 
The purpose of the present stu4y WliS to examine the factor structure of the 
Learning-to-Learn Scale (L TLS; McDermott et al., 2011 J wiih an independent sample of 
K-12 stu(lel).ts, The previous study (McDermott et aL, 20J 1) j.!Sed a sample of preschool 
students; therefore, a study was needed to a;;sess the l).tility of the scale with K -12 
students. The present study sought to a:b.Swer furee research questions_ First, wheh LTLS 
items !lYe rated by teachers ofK-12 stu4ents ll-QQ analyzed, how many firl(t-order factors 
!Ire S:Uggested based on multiple cti_te_tia? Th"l4 If ;first -order factors are <;CJtr!llated, how 
m;my second-order factors are suggested'? Tb:e tllir<l research question sought to answer 
the following questions: if second order faefot(s) are e_xttacted, how much item variance 
is appottioned to general bienu:<;hical factor($) and how rnucb variance is JlPI)Clrtioued to 
specific group factor(s)? These questions were fue main focus of the present study in 
order to examine the constructs being mel!Sllted by the scale_ These reseanih questions 
were also guided by appropriate methods (Gorsuch, 1983, 2003; Thompson, 2004h 
Ganivez, in press) that suggests best practi~J~J in determining internal strucj:Ll:r\1 of 
multidimensional constructs. 
Leaming-to-Leam {>c_al;f 
ResUlts ofE-xploratQry factor Analysis (Ef A) indicated a tlrre.e-factor solution 
was optimal fur the 55 item s:cale. McDermott et aL (2011) emeted 7 factors though 
first-ordet EFA with a preschool sample_ A potential explanation for the fewer factors 
e:&tracted may be a result of factors consolidating when used on older students. Factot I 
was named Planning and Sustained Motivation in Learning (PM), fattot 2 was named 
Vocal Engagement ih Leatnlng (VB), and factor 3 was named Interpersonal 
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Responsiveness in Learning (IR). All items except 6 items loaded onto their theoretically 
consistent factors with .only two cross-loadings or migration of items were observed. 
These presentresults did not find a:s many first-order :factors as the pr.evious stndy, which 
f<XIlnd 7 total factors (McDermott et al., 20 llJ 
The Schmiq and Leiman (SL; 1 957) procedure is the most appropriate analysis in 
order to investigate hierarchical internal structure. Results of this analysis indi.ca:ted that 
the majority !lftl:re item variance wa:s eaptured by the higher-order general Learning-to-
Learn factor. SubSt;.U;ltia]ly less vllrtluice was a:pportiooed to the first-order ffi:p"tors (PM, 
VE, IR). 
O.mega-hier~:JTchical (CO!!) :;md omega-hierarchical sqbscale coeflicients (rum; 
. . . 
Reise, 20IZ)were nsed to estimate tbe tel!ability oftbe general factors JUJd subsc.ales. 
The con coeflicieni soggested the seroud-order factor captwed a large portion of true 
score variance and is interpretable. ·1J:Le <l)J, was estimatild in order to .allow f()t assess~ 
of the internal p()J:IS!stency of' the general factor wi:t:hmtt !be influence. of S}Jecifi.c group 
factors. Similarly, the internal consistency of the specific factors can be examined 
without th:e influence of the general :factor when ID;; is estimated. The ron and cons 
coefficients are more appmpriate when estimating latent factor reliabilities in the presents 
of.multidimensio!lality. The ID!! coefficient for the general Leaming-!9-Learn behavior 
dimension (;ll34) was high, indicating a large portion of unique true soore variance. The 
IDns <;6cfficients for the subscales P67-.419) were small. il'u:Jjcating substantially less 
unique true score v<triance that l!mits confident interpretation of unit weighted scores 
(Reise, 2012; Reise et aL, 2013). The results s1,lggested an approXimate bifactor rno.del 
(Holzinger & Swineford, 19!?7) for fue internal smwture of the L'fLS~ These resultS weye 
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similar to the LBS study by Canivez, Willenborg, & Kearney (2006), who extracted 3 
£'actors in first-ordeJ: EFA, however a bifactor model was the best il,tting solution, 
Limitatlons 
49 
All studies are t;wt without l:U:rritatlo$ First, tbis study focused op, students in 
grades K-12, and it would be helpf\):1 to identify the internal stmcture of the LTL$. oo 
groups ef students within these gradeS, For example, examining elerlltl1:ltary students, 
middle sehool students, and high school students independently may resqlt in. different 
stmctures, The cnnrent sample inllluded teacher ratings from 15 sllh'Pols in Illinois av.d 
the overwhehnit;lg m;>jo~ \'lf'l,ea¢her raters WCJ:e women, whieh is not representative of 
the United Stmes population, and thereli>t€,. generalization of results bey0lld the sample 
are not warrav.ted, A srilJl]l sample may result in greater sampling CJ.'fOr, 
Reise (2012) descrihed limitations ofSL (Schmid & Leiman, 1957) procedure 
when applied f{) varlot.JS sp:qctural ID\'ldels, such as correlated :fuctors, hU;r.archk!!l and hi-
factor models, .According Reise (21H2), SL procedures present "perfect independent 
cluster stmcture where eac.h item loads only on a single pritnll,ry ~ch1r at.Jd has zero 
loadings" (Reise, 2012; p. 674} Reise (20 12) further discqssed that if this perfect 
structure is violated av.d cross-loiiclings are observed in a Cotrelated-fac.tors solution then 
they wiU lwely cross-load in the group factors, This may in tl!m diSturt the findings by 
overmituati:Qg general factor loadings and underestimating group factor solutions, 
Cross-loadiogs were observed in the LTLS on two items, Target bifactor rotation and 
analytic bifactor rotations are SUggested :as two alternatives to the limitations ofthe 
current SL pmcedute (Reise, 2012), 
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Future independent research may include replication and clarification of the 
curre»t :findi1;1gs. Items that ()ross-loaded or items that did not saliently 10'<\d onto a factor 
may be clarified with a larger and more representative SarnJ?le. Additional studies may 
11lso determine ifreplicl!tion occurs, which in tu):n wol!.ld pmvide support for the present 
results. As previously state<!, EFA provides limited interpretation lllld ()onclusions 
regarding tb.e internal structUre of a eonstruct. Conducting a Confu:rnatozy Factor 
Analyals {CFA) could provide even greater support to the intemal s:tmctwe of the LTLS. 
It i$ important to eX: amine tlie VJJiidity and roliability of any measme using 
multiple somee$. Comparing the LTLS With anoth~ leaming behavim Scale like the 
Learning Bebaviots Scale (McD~ott, Green & Francis, 1999) or the ACES-T (Dil'emJJ 
& Elliott, 2000) could provide evidence for the predictive validity the Le.arniog-to-Leatn 
construct. Another predictive validity study could include the LTLS compared to a well-
establlshlld measure of acade:ml:c a()bievement wol!14 provide predictl:.ve validity of the 
construct. Past studies (Shaefer & McDermott, 1999; Yen, Konold & McDermott, 2004) 
have ~wn Learning B~'!l,viors predict a suhstlllltial amount of academic ac!rievetue!;li 
beyond general intelligence. A study to support this concept wquld include assessing 
i!;lcremen.tal validity ofthe LTLS, and also asses~> ifthe LTLS or ACES/ LBS are better 
.J?tedic«Jm of academic achievement. AdditiQJ:Ially, it wonld be be!;leficial to exa.m.ine 
i\lcrem.ental validity heyon,d intelligence and cognitive abilities to predict a.cademi.c 
achievement, 
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Conclusion 
This stlldy in~st~gated the factor structure of the LTLS (McDermott, et al., 
20 ll ). After EFA and SL transformation (Schmid & Leiman, 1957), the .results suggest 
an approximate bifactor model was found most <ll'fJrflptia:te with the majority of vati®t<i 
being apportioned to the seCl'md-order Leaming-to-Learn factor. Additionally, the orneg;.~ 
hierarehi.eal and o~b:ierarchical stJ.bscale coefficients suggest the majority <Jf trne 
scorE) variance is eaptllred by the gen~ral Learning-to-Learn factor and the :l:llct9r scm:es 
(Plalming aiid Snsta.il:ii!d Motivation in :Leru:niug, Vocal Engagement, and Intel:]lersonal 
Responsiveness in Learning} ~ ~pt be bel!t fot jp.terptetation or nsed for de¢ision 
making. 
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Appendices 
Table4 I Smoothed Polychoric and Pearson. ProdUct Moment Correlations and Descriptive. Statistics for the Leaming-to-Lean:r&ale (LTLS) Convenience Sample (N = 277) Lean!in!·t~J" Learn Scale (.!: TLS2 Item LTLS 0 Item 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 g 9 10 tl 12 13 14 15 
' 
1 .524 .502 .435 .340 .340 .387 .2Q2 .357 .426 .3.24 ,378 .4i1B .473 .329 
..., 
-- 0 
2 .611 .529 .415 .391 .38Q .415 .317 .S94 .5'24 .379 .240 .472 .463 .328 ' - ~ 3 .576 .:601 - .542 .498 .359 .504 .282 .499 .551 .486 .335 .509 .578 .413 4 506 ;488 .607 - .487 .445 .442 .129 .493 .497 .405 .263 .469 .552 .3'37 5 .4L5 A77 .586 .571 .420 .476 .284 .419 .3'91 .403 .351 .418 .539 .489 
6 .414 .460 .428 .526 .508 - .538 .268 ,543 .384 .284 .279 .4il:3 ,434 .293 C/J n 
7 .461 .496 .573 ;50& .560 .628 - .261 .552 .499 .371 .280 .488 .504 .471 ~ 8 .269 .413 .359 .175 .383 .346 .342 - .275 .313 .259 .275 .488 .251 .310 
9 .433 .470 .0:79 .579 .509 .629 .631 .357 .419 .352 .176 .412 .433 .300 C/J 
10 .500 .60S .617 :571 .471 .456 .569 .389 .497 .451 .381 .540 .501 .388 ~ 11 .392 .467 .559 .470. .491 .3'51 .437 .340 .426 .538 .397 .4.87 .511 .456 d 
12. .448 .292 .384 :307 .420 .328 . '334 .33.(\ ,2ll .438 .46.5 .428 .438 .459 ~· 13 A94 .553 .574 .540 .498 .519 .Sii6 .581 .489 lil2 .573 .493 - .489 .50.3 14 .~50 .544 .644 .624 .626 ,513 .!l72 .1!32 .510 .573 .$90 .503 ,560 .475 
15 ,381 .392 .465 . .3:87 .569 .349 .$37 .403 .3i·$ .448 .5'.!0 .524 .575 .541 -
16 .43S .479 .575 ;682 .532 .5'08 .5'24 .246 .569 .590 .551 .388 .520 .620 .474 
17 .476 .545 .585 .538 .702 >517 .628• .318 .$44 .1494 .453 .445 .470 .599 .589 
18 .345 .413 .419 .451 .517 A47 .646 ,319 .. 489' . 460 .331 .184 .501 .400 .. 439 
19 .505 .SSR .560 .576 .646 .563 .655 . 370 .54.1 .614 .470 .426 .542 .587 .557 
20 .560 ;648 .. 567 .554 .555 .517 .634 .408 .577 ,661 .512 .411 .566 .582 .488 
21 .589 .575 .622 ;583 .589 .516 .594 .369 .572 .611 .530 .459 .551 .620 .505 
22 .515 .511 .600 .560 .625 .469 .598 .258 .464 .539 .562 .534 .49.1 .743 .520 
23 .413 .499 .468 .430 .467 .475 .537 .400 .490 .550 .534 .475 .559 $.70 .490 
24 .375 .362 .422 .394 .607 A!O .600 .310. ;473 .452 .457 .320 .542 .487 .463 
25. .469 .497 .654 .553 .671 .415\f .533. .ao2 .493 .SS2 ,619 .438 .574, .725 .603 
26 .520 .540 .561 .672 .600 .441 ,,492 .251 .. 5.64 .S.ll9 .491 .356 .518 .591 .3.94 
27 .602 .578 .635 .631 .592 .494 .5'1'4 .332 .546 .6.66 .628 .490 .582 .718 .49Q 
28 .444 .509 .611 .634 .680 .477 .529 .3sll .506 ,544 .566 .480 $88 .707 .515 
29 :413 .416 .538 .641 .565 .394 .492 :zoo .540 $3'4 .556 .320 .495 .601 .450 
Table 4 continues 
a-, 
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Table 4 dontinued t-< 
Learning-to-Learn Scale (LTLS) Item ~ LTLS 
Item 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 ~ 30 .620 .513 ,016 .685 .629 .534 .669 .332 .602 :663 .52£ .41.1 .608 .669 .506 31. .469 .460 .• 480 .4oa .339 .34;4 .467 .;'!98 .389 .482 .609 .506 .501 .514 .431 
' 32 ,536 .521 .604 ;490 .535 .411 .563 .456 .427 .Sll2 .56.3 ,489 .. 604 .633 .579' d 33 .520 .455 ,496 ,4(l2 .5:?:7 .550 .622 .445 ,540 .502 .488 .302 .593 .512 ,508 ~ 34 :488 .500 .438 .385 .549 .479 ·.484 .46$ .3.61 ,5.06 ,$12 .6.16 .619 .560 .573 35 .527 .52.1 .569 $20 .601 .542 .555 .31.1 .4112 B&2 :526 .529 .60S• .606 .538 36 .S9L .565 .606 .648 .625 .55B .612 .306 .623 .612 .556 ;448 .5'69 .664 .514 
37 .572 .532 .618 .623 .659 .S85 .684 .355 .624 .5.95 .442 .389 .542 .544 .505 r:/J 
38 .325 .3.62 A23 .324 .414 .270 .361 .541 .288 .475 .441 .423 .463 ,440 .392 ~ 39 .305 .267 .323. .212 ,249 .225 .214 .331 .156 .257 .267 .330 .300 .336 .322 ~ 40 .512 .53.0 ,567 .5'27 .600 .432 .540 "43.1 .441 .580 .533 .562 .577 .625 .594 
41 .561 .624 •. 620 J'il2 .S69 .576 .sn .406 .584 ,632 .54.1 .456 .624 .651 .488 ~ 
42 .491 .536 .51'S' .$5:4 .630 .4.37 .539 .36.4 .2J.96 .528 .606 .2J.60 .543 .639 .580 ~ 43 .512 .497 .595 ;&87' .483 .440 .537 .312 .541 .S.87 .444 .32S .49.9 .557 .452 
44 .511 .471 .553 :570 .. 589 .416 :51>7 .:29(! .!iSQ .540 :607 .474 :567 .715 .537 n d 45 ,_581 .530 .616 .681 .527 .436 .till9 .254 .S.41 $88 .622 .39'J .603 .634 .485 
46 .559 .577 .582 .618 .545 .515 :584 .349 .522 .7'31 ,6:1.5 .513 .619 .679 .506 ~ 
47 .2.54 .S.26 .412 .291 .487 .367 .427 .482· .301 .408 .416 .363 .424 .454 .325 
48 .463 .498 ,485 .4.84. .512 .414 .460 .378 .413 .527 .571 .452 .530 .573 .536 
49 .530 .489 .500 .482 .575 .559 .579 .368 .516 .528 .506 .478 .550 .570 .573 
5.0 .469 .385 .424 .3.Z7 .39'S .374 .329 .3.Z5 .273 .392 .380 .643 .450 .505 .497 
51 .556 .491 .551 .600 .637 .. 4'82 .634 .3.02. .52:7 .56.7 A76 .407 .504 .610 .548 
52 .387 .339 .311 .263 .402 .24'9 .. "125 .378 .256 .355 .430 .439 .392 .437 .434 
53 .416 .448 .497 .469 .521 .4()5 .Slo 4±03 .459 .5'43 .393 .44.0 $l4 .518 .503 
54 .2.14 .228 .155 .170 .335 .244 .4.Z.2 .376 .204 .289 .312 .323 .405 .328 .441 
55 .563 .539 .611 .585 .642 .503 .655 .404 .6.17 .617 .593 .460 .5&.7 .678 .600 
M 1.60 1.5'4 1.90 1.88 1.4.9 1.56 1.65 1.48 1.59 1.68 2.01 1.75 1.68 1.82 1.83 
SD .61 .60 .n .ea .59 .62 .62 .73 .61 .70 .63 .72 .72 .67 .69 
Sk .49 .62 .16 .15 ..75 .62 .4Q 1.15 .51 .P4 ,,Q1 .42 .56 .22 .24 
K •.64 -.55 ·1-09 ·.81 •.40 ·.55 .,ee ••. 16 -.6':3 -.85 ·.4.5 -1..00 -.91 -.80 -.89 
Table 4.continues 
0\ 
-
Table 4 continued r< 
Learnlns·to-Learn Scale (LTLS) Item ~ LTLS ~ Item 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 21! 29 30 I .375 $98 .255 .410 .44.3 .509 .439 .344 .308 .399 .438 .525 .37.5 .35S .542 
2 .409 .;}60 .322 .490 .532 .496 .428 .420 .295 .41.7 .458 .500 .431 .353 .496 Q 
' 3 . 515 .513 .336 .47.3 . .470 .554 .531 .407 .363 .598 .488 .575 .551 .478 .551 Cl 4 .611 .466 252 .485 ,442 .497 .490 .366 .n7 .491 .5'79 .564 .565 .576 . .613 
' 
5 .. 457 .618 .410 .51>3 .445 .507 .535 .~95 .5'29 .$81 .5f7 .516 .599 .479 .546 b; 
6 .43.1 .435 .351 .469 .415 .435 .39:tl "400 .344 .395: .865 .421 .404 .329 .457 ~ 7 .459 .544 .515 .560 .510 .513 .s·as .46"5. .9,17 :468 .4.12 .5'07 .467 .430 $97 
8 .180 .232 .229 .269 .307 .277 .181 J\08 .234 .230 ;lBU .243 .291 .139 .252 [/J 
9 :495 .465 .380 .449 .473 .491 .389 .-¥21 ;391> AU )f82 :474 .436 .467 .529 ~ 10 .524 .366 .365 .528 .555 .540 .. 466 .478 .382 .4liiil .509 .595 .477 .472 .598 b; 11 .465 .~81 .267 .389 .409 .448 .486 .459 ,390 .540 .404 .551 .486 .482 .452 
12 .332 .382 .148 .351 .322 .391 .463 .404 .. 276 .378 .298 .433 .418 .276 .360 r.n 
"'I 
13 .452 .400 .411 . 458 .460 . .483 .416 .483 :477 .506 .434 .512 .5.19 .428 .543 ~ 14 .557 .524 .305 .498 .468 .545 .680 .494 .414 .663 .515 .655 .637 .538 .600 n 15 .4.15 .510 .351 .468 .398 .426 .454 .422 .402 .538 .335 .440 .453 .397 .446 ~ 16 ., .525 .330 .468 .472 .532 .579 .437 .361 .557 .600 .632 .608 .754 .627 17 ,.!)99 .. .. 463 .580 .467 .549 .548 .. 39.() .438 .55'9 .5:38 .534 .580 .4~1 .618 
18 .418 :565 -- .530 .441 .40!5 ,368 .364 .5(18 ,342 .ss.s .412 .305 .295 A73 
19 ,546 .663 ,642 .. .534 .601 .541 ,525 .504 .488 .511 .548 .531 .438 .597 
20 .569 .5.77 .551 .643 -· .657 .459 .55'5 :422 .4.01 .513 .518 .429 .411 .580 
21 .603. .63Z .513 .686 .749 -- .560 ;6·15 .468 .552 .53.1 .580 .541 .474 .591 
n .649 .628 .461 .639 .585 .646 .. .507 .416 .641 .592 .688 .639 .614 .609 
23 .503 .463 .462 .622 .669 .696 .585 .. .532 .496 .428 .527 .534 .439 .496 
24 .428 .513 .671 .S89 .523 .547 .493 .613 ·- .477 .353 .477 .456 ,383 .472 
25 . 623 .630 .424 . .S73 .Sll .631 .700 .568 .553 -- .535 .632 .655 .599 .576 
26 .668 .616 .459 .51!9 .619. .607 ,681 .505 :425 .6l0 .. ,662 .587 .669 .715 
27 :6SG .602 .525 .644 .63'7 .655 .749 .600 • 557 .GS7 .731 ,_ .6.53 .627 .688 
28 .667 .656 .401 .617 .!>32 .613 .709 :607 S1Q .716 . .654 .712 .. .611 .638 
29 .198 . 514 .384 .522 .509 0551 .6'78 .506 .4.52 :659 .753 .681 .668 -- .6:68 
Table 4 continu.ee. 
o-. 
N 
Tabk4 continued I Learnin~-to-Learn Scale (L TLS) Item LTLS Item 16 17 18 19' zo 21 2:6 23 ;z4 2:5 26 27 28 29 30 30 .684 . 686 .585. .671. . ..678 .665 .688 .569 .542 :6.36 .7~7 . .745 :694 .729 --
31 .4Zl .402 .263 .461 .$34 .501 .5(35 .494 .289 .513' .389 .528 .519 .415 .453 0 
' 32 .599 .570 .sas ;509 .505 .611 .678 .SlO .396 .705 .538 .634 .64;4 .548 .. 637 >-1 
33 .550 .546 .613 :578 .6SC7 .629 .505 .618 .5'66 .571 ,$49 ,568 ;$32 .548 .628 0 
' 
34 .4&1 .564 .393 ;5.77 .S<U .630 .545 .58'1 .S16 ,585 .476 .572 .582 .481 .575 bj 
35 .5.18 .597 .419 :512 c59.5 .648. .642 .62.1 .467 ,692 .570 .6.64 .648 .585 .681. ~ 36 .683 .682 .567 .689 .685 .657 .625 .586 .539 .638 .72'2 .741 .670 .659 .753 
37 .566 .628 .627 .738 .691 .694 .603 .593. .625 ..5.54. .615 .626 .594 .588 .743 rn 
38 .397 .341 .251 .445 .415 .474 .451 A77 .328 .485 .435 .437 .sus .400 .370 s 39 .202 .246 .091 .315 .381 .308 .322 .330 .141 .328 .181 .259 :246 .147 .236 
40 .57.2 .616 .452 .603 .638 .656 .682 .670 .542 .651 .578 .659 .en .5.57 .664 m 
41 .581 .58.2 ,561 .729 .675 .738 .661 .664 .5'56 .578 .576 .673 .619 .589 .680 rn 
42 .646 .565 .369 .549 .571 .611 .707 .612 .494 .710 .608 .681 .68'1 .65.6 .652 ;;d 
43 .751 .630 .519 .576 .606 .539 .623 .456 .408 .612 .757 .683 .594 .709 .737 ~ 44 .656 .589 .559 .612. .560 .590 .748 .602 .554 .674 .649 .772 .697 .720 .695 ~ 45 .699 .566 .43~ .571 .594 .619 .701 .593 .494 .661 .707 .769 .707 .717 .745 46 .678 .625 .483 .641 •. 6SO .629 .722 .s8a ,525 .644 .ns .793 .712 .680 .789 
47 .339 .375 .205 .3c5'6 .4Q1 •. 364 ,485 .4130 .SM ;4B8 ;365 .407 526 .374 .380 
48 .550 .433 .381 .559 .sso .53i' .64:3 ,6:1.2 .485 ,047 .rm .663 .613 .566 .sao 
49 .50.1 .610 .461 .SB7 .632 .606 .623 .61.1 .558 .61Y .578 .612 .621 .549 .655 
50 :358 .454 .279 .416 .469 .522 .449 .489 .235 ,49$ .86'7 .423 .505 .261 .451 
51 .604 .662 .571 .687 .664 .. 593 .669 .516 .549 .605 ,664 . .627 .581 .614 .684 
52 .314 .3.81 .251 .404 .466 .427 .407 .1!30 .377 .430 .341 .407 .3!1.3 .315 .383 
53 .46.7 .585 .433 .564 .552 .565 .489 .S24 :soo .440 .531 .507 .462 .438 .551 
54 .206 .301 .366 .390 .283 .340 .281 .436 .373 288 .224 .303 :32'5 .207 .322 
55 .673 .64;1 .539 .661 .660 .699 ,676 .607 .578 .662 .661 .750 .670 .644 .761 
M 1.79 1.57 .1.3'1 1.47 u·s 1.56 1.83 1.67 1.58 1.90 1.61 1.87 U3 1.99 1.71 
SD .76 .63 .60 .59 .52. .66 .65 .64 .69 .72 .70. .74 .74 .79 .74 
Sk .37 .64 1.42 .1U L09 ,76 .18 .43 .76 .15 .71 .22 .29 .01 .51 
K -1.21 -.54 .93 -.32 .09 -51 -.67 -.69 •. ss -1.05 -.70 -1..13 -1.14 -1.39 -1.02 
Table 4 continues 
"' w 
Table 4 qontinued f;; Learningc.to·Learn Seal~ CL TLS) Item 
LTLS I Item 31 32; 33 34 35 36 37 3& 39 40 41 42 4::! 44 4,5 I .395 .455 .431 .413 .452 .513 .485 .276 .:15.3 <437 .481 .419 .429 .440 .506 2 .396 .434 ,369 .420 .443 .485 .445 .305 :z15 .45Q .542 .457 .4:13 .399 .453 
' 3 .427 .545 .430 .383 .511 .540 .535 .369 .282 .503 .549 .520 .517 .495 .565 ...., 
4 .355 .431 .402 .334 .461 .570 .533 .279 .180 .459 .531 .492 .498 .509 .615 0 
5 .283 .44il ,433 .470 .508 .545 .56.7 ,345 .~03 .517 .491 .544 .404 .508 .449 ~ 
6 .28'7 .351 .461 .407 .469 .479 .496 .224 .185 .364 .503 .378 .363 .350 .372 ~ 7 .395 .484 .529 .416 .481 .533 .596 .308 .177 .471 .491 .467 .454 .503 .526 
8 .307 .345 .341 .378 .282 .235 .264 .460 .260 .335 .322 .282 .236 .213 .185 C/J 
9 .332 :3.67 .450 .309 .421 .541 .527 .242 .130 .378 .508 .425 .457 .480 .474 s 10 .422 .5.12 .420 .440 .4.65 .541 .504 .415 .216 .508 .564 .465 .505 .476 .519 
11 .539 .492 .392 .439 . .4.54 .480 .364 ,380 .226 .455 .456 .535 .373 .537 .548 ti1 
12 .449 .418 ,;(,12 .550 .460 .385 .317 .365 .279 .49.3 .396 .401 .265 .414 .347 C/J 
13 .430 .532, .5.08 .556 .529 .492 .460 .405 .250 .504 .552 .480 .418 .498 .537 ~ 14 .451 .560 .426 .49.0 .53.8 .592 .463 .383 .287 .551 .570 .574 .4.70 .656 .570 (l 
15 .375 .50.8 A24 .503 .471 .451 .433 .340 .275 .525 c425 .518 .385 .4'79 .432 ~ 16 .368 .52.5 .471 .395. .4.66 .621 .491 .343 .167 .505 .515 .583 .683 .593 .643 17 ,336 .485 .!<53 .493 .528 .612 .539 .284 .203 .536 .500 .496 .551 .522 .501 
18 .201 .297 .:'\89 .13'1'8 .8B'7 .460 ,49.7 .186 .068 .364 .461 .2.88 .419 .451 .357 
Hit .372 .422 .4BO .494 .435 .607 ,650 ,367 .lZSO .518 :646 .471 .487 .528 .494 
20 .422 .398 .547 .440 .4.86 !Ji77 .581. .339 .290 .532 .576 .479 .503 .452 .485 
21 .422 .513 .53:8 .1>57 :570 $77 .614 .400 .249 .580 .669 .536 .460 .517 .546 
.22 .520 .603 .418 .471 .572 .551 .905 .3.90 .2c74· .. 607 ;570 .641 .525 .688 .635 
23 .419 .442 .524 .515 .539 .5!1 .5.08 A07 .274 .s9a .58.6 .. S46 .378 .528 .517 
24 .241 .338 .478 .459 .402. .46S ~.531 .277 .119 .466 .. 4'8.~ .427 .. 340 .478 .423 
25 .452 .640 .479 .517 .633 .574 .479 .423 .281. .Si'!l .503 .656 .531 .621 .60S 
26 .$28 A62 :459 .408 .504 .656 .. $27 .366. ;145 .502. .sou .53.9 .699 .577 .634 
27 ,464 .572 .482 .511 .603 .680 .5~4 .384 .22() ,591 .606 .627 .603 .724 .723 
28 .454 .580 .449 .520 .587 .610 ,$19 .445 .• 209 .603 .• 547 .625 .519 .635 ,650 
29 .::\6:4 ,490 .466 .422 .531 ,587 ,506 .348 .113 .498 .S23 .602 .617 .668 .6:69 
Table 4 c·ontinue,s· 
Cj., 
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Table 4 continued r 
Learning-to-Learn Seal" [LTLS) Itetll ~ LTLS Item 46 47 48 49 50 51 $2 5.3 54 5$ 
I .488 .213 .390 .453 .394 :480 .329 .339 .. 1'75 illi9 ~ 2 .495 .269 .413 .415 .317 .416 .2'78 .370 .l:88 .4.63 
' 3 .523 .364 .427 .441 .372 .491 .272 .43D .1.32 .550 ,_, 
4 .552 .253 .423 .416 .275 .534 .226 .398 .144 .517 0 
' 
5 .469 .404 .4•30 .491 .322 .550 .336 .437 .278 .561 t;:; 
6 .448 .31~ .348 .488 .311 .410 .214 .392 .201 .427 ~ 7 .518 .370 .39'9 .508 .273 .562 .272 .431 .358 .584 8 .264 .388 .290 .2187 .263 .229 .303 .326 .295 .320 Vl' 
9 .452 .258 .3$2 .M.7 .2.2.1 .458 .212 .384 .169 .544 &?• 10 .671 .355 .4·51 ,459 .331 .496 .299 .4'73 .24.3 548 e; ll .551 .360 .4'96 .42.6 .315 .4.05 .372 .3M .25'9 .512 
1.2 .455 .309 .390 ,416 .574 .3.S2 .377 .378 .279 ;401 V') ,_, 
13 .550 .365 .455 .478 .3.84 .43.4 .329 .441 .352 .499 ~ 14 .615 .392 .506 .499 . 437 .546 .37'9 .44.6 .280 . .614 n 
15 .449 .280 .471 .506 .424 .490 .37:8 .. 433 .. 381 .534 ~ 16 .624 .294 .486 .442 .300 .S40 .265 .396 .1/'6 .610 17 .554 .319 .370 .535 .380 .590 .315 .505 .2.56 .562 
18 .391 .15$ .303 .363 .215 .454 .189 .342 .288 .438 
l9 .553 .287 .464 .498 .341 .605 .326 .474 .326 .575 
2:0 .523 .317 .436 .525 .383 .552 .370 .446 .232 .548 
21 .555 .302 .4'55 .529 .446 .518 .355 .483 .289 .625 
22 .661 .421 .575 .54'4 .382 .600 .352 .416 .243 .606 
23 ,5,2.2 .418 .541 .536 .4·11 .448 .:J.68 .449 .376 .533 
24 .45.2 .305 .412 .491 .196 .479 ,322 .4.19 .324 .S04 
25 .587 .428 .583 .&46 .420 .044. .375 .31'4 .245 .602 
26 .64.0 .306 .494 .505 .298 .$86 .280 .458 •. 176 ;Sl\l3 
27 .753 .358 .602 .545 .366 .&68 .352 .4'36 .2'57 .700 
28 .652 .463 .545 .553 .434 .517 .329 AOO .. 278· .613 
29 .625 .S2V .SJl5 .488 .217 .545 .273 .371 .174 .584 
Table 4 continues 
~ 
Table 4 contintl;ld 
I !"earning-to-Learn Scale (LTLS) Item LTLS Item 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 30 .735 .320 .51.1 .587 .386 .618 .327 .481 .279 .702 31 .505 .4.69 .497 .436 .4.45 .433 .416 .377 .332 .472 
' 32 .601 .474 .540 .591 .498 .536 .451 .406 .319 .577 ,_., 
33 .494 .307 .482 .5'7!5 .276 .503 .332 .447 .324 .543 0 ~ 34 .521 .327 .4.39 .564 .527 .460 .468 .445 .360 .515 ~ 35 .632 .394 .567 .675 .41'3. .505 .383 .432 .371 .604 .36 .679 .331 .569 .550 .391 .648 .35S .492 .269 .660 37 .531 .334 .454 .538 .36.9 .60B .345 .490 .284 .610 f!l• 3S .391 .516 .41S .32.1 .3:0.9 .344 .327 .376 .2.34 ,426 
39 .217 .322 .249 .3SQ .412 .2S7 .52<4 .244 .zzo .zaa ~ 40 .610 .418 .S72 .59!3: .S20 .$46 .487' .5Uf ,394 ,1)23 
41 .618 .337 .522 .614 .458 $57 .3S9 .577 .as2 /607 00 
42 .591 .489 .567 .574 .399 .563 .49() .4.116 295 .622 ~ 
43 .594 .. 311 .479 .437 .3:42 .5.15 .347 .402' :1ll3 ,546 f3 
44 .667 .390 .623 .559 .404 .625 .456 .452 .331 .667 ~ 45 .729 .392 .64.0 .522 .370 .6.!Z .424 .440 .Z.14 ;644 46 -- .332 .627 .571 .404 .601 .366 .:461 .. 293 .712 
47 .381 .. .410 .396 .371 .321 .375 .362 .288 .$73 
48 .692 .470 -- .486 .377 .496 .415 .405 .329 .526 
49 .640 .461 .56.0 -- .454 .564 .401 .492 :445 .600 
50 .471 .. 436 .448 .52.5 
-· 
.400 .433 .404 .304 .444 
51 .660 .374 .566 .632 .461 -- .430 .50.3 .332 .629 
52 .420 .42.8 :474 .465 $0.\1 .498 -- .409 .349 .406 
$'3 .536 .424 .479 .563 .475 .578 .483 .. .3.94 .4.91 
M .342 .332 .383. .505 • 356 .3136 .4-12 .458 
-· 
.372 
55 .761 .428 .587 .669 .511 .694 .46.6 .568 :430 
M 1.87 1.98 1.87 1.59 1 .. 61 1.74 t912 1:!!8 1.615 1:82-
SD .726 .77 .68 .69 .68 .70 .en :67 .fi7 .70 
Sk .203- .04 .167 .50 .66 .40 .09 .H .56 .27 
K -1.08 -1 . .31 -.83 -.83 -.6.7 -:89 ·.77 -.S$ c.:rz ,97 
Note. Smooth.ed polyohoric correlations below diagonal, Pearson product• moment oO.t:rela!ions ~'\love 
diagonal, Sk =Skewness, K =Kurtosis. Mardia's (197()) normalized multivariate kurtosis estimate 
was 33.98 a-, 
-.J 
Table 5 
i Learning-to-Learn Scale !J:.TLS} Exrf}oratory_ Far;tor An.alysis Results (!?r Convenience Samele (N =277) Firur Obliq_ueFaciorSolu,tion _g__ Fl F2 F3 F4 LTLS Item s p s p s p s p s h' 3; Develops a plan of action a;fter consideriug possible conseqllences. (SP) .678 .655 .711 -.224 -.324 -.019 ".c!06 .378 .137 .640 
4 .. Screens out noise and distractions in class. 0) .644 .513 .687 .325 .093 -.067 -.183 -.011 -.043 .516 ~ 
10. Self'selects an apprqpriate activity without 0 
direction from teacher. (No Factor) .747 .575 .793 .223 -.002 -.010 -.152 .094 c.007 .652 ~ 11. When given a choice, tries new task rather than repeating a familiar one. (AN) .721 ;879 .756 -.166 -.276 -.052 -:22.6 .144 -.004 .699 14. Changes strategies when a solution doesn't 
work.(SP) .768 .758 .811 .153 -,042 .004 -.217 -.042 -.103 ,717 w (') 
16. Stays focused on an individual, .self-selected ~ task for> 20 min. (SF) .755 .701 .796 .212 .015 .067 -.192 -.125 -.157 .695 J;tj 
22. Self-corrects errors when doing activities. (SP) 
.736 .805 .771 -.190 -.297 -.005 -.170 .224 .035 .712 w >-ol 
25. Compares new task or problem to previous. (SP .799 
.738 .841 .029 -.147 .018 ".168 .136 -.009 .758 ~ 26. Focuses on a group activity for> 10 min (SF) 
.764 .718 .805 .162 -,028 .051 -.190 -.063 -.121 .700 (') 
27. Actively perseveres with a difficult task with ~ little input from teacher. (EM) .633 1.083 .746 -.248 -.308 -.005 -.297 -.078 -.156 .764 28. Develops a plan for multi-step activity; (SP) .815 .587 .849 -.122 -.246 .216 -.011 .268 .029 .783 
29. Stays focus.ed on an individual, self-selected 
activity> 30 min. (SP) ,802 .503 .838 -.038 -.186 .211 ;006 .210 .041 .739 
30. Works independently at assigned task with 
minimal supervision. (EM) .754 .607 .804 .369 .112 -.019 -.201 -.076 -.099 .710 
36. Attentive during teacher led activity (IR) 
.719 .650 .. 756 -.085 -.221 .017 -.118 .254 .063 .638 
42. Communicates1hat problems may have more 
than one solution. (SP) .788 .794 .823 .085 -.062 .181 -.174 -.193 -.231 .765 
43. Stays focused on ;an individual, self-selected 
activity for> 10 mih. (SF) .777 .858 .822 .040 -.145 -.105 -.261 .092 -.016 .766 
44; Keeps !tying to complete a difficult activity 
when solution is not readily forthcoming. (EM) .797 .665 .842 .100 -.102 .004 -.152 .164 .017 .743 
45. Perseveres with a. challenging task, even when 
other distracting. activities are. available. (EM) .699 .521 .742 .323 .096 .036 -.150 -.063 -.096 .592 
46. Practices activity without teacher prompts(EMj 
.810 .433 .849 .136 -.047 .273 .015 .114 ·;050 .726 
48. Voluntarily engages in an activity that 
"' 00 Ereviously Eosed some challenges .. (EM) A45 ~394 .483 .605 .338 .214 :208 .202 .101 .401 
Table 5 continues 
Table 5 continued I ~ Fl F2 F3 F4 GTCS. Item s p s p s p s p s h' 55. Engage~ in a new activity without constuntneed for sqpport ... (EM) ,5;2.9 .111 .58'0 .68.7 .363 ,JQl '.101\ ' .. 016 .007 .480 
S.l'!ays. with at least one other child durin,g ftee play, 0 
' (GL) .595 .153 .656 .703 .328 -.262 -.150 .190 .151 .583 d 12. Vbl'unfarily demonstrates acadetnic .skills and 
' 
knowledge. (AN) ,722 .4110 ,ng .533: .21;2 ,J04 -.165 .058 .016 .678 e:;; 
15. Shows a sense. of humor about own errors.('-') .690 .022 ;736 ;588 .zg3 .227 .072 .032 -.037 .634 ~ 23. Wllling)ypartkipates in unfamiliar grpqp,a.ctivities. (AN) S27 . .!1:) .m ,568 .;274 -• .087 <077 .086 .057 .415 00 
31. Asks teacher orteacher assistant for a task to ~ perform. (VE) .3.58 -.240 .410 ,8()7 A 53 -.. 210. -.028 .178 .175 .405 32. Teaches another child a new task or skill. (SP) 
.767 .2&1 .$17 .513 .218 ,133 ·.039 .010 -.055 .720 00 
34. Willingly asks questions and shares ic.leas on a ...., 
variety of tasks. (VE) .513 ,128 ,556. .582 .sm ,.,009 •.. 074 ,,0$6 -.039 .410 ~ 
38. Identifies .alternate uses for an object or toy ( ~) (") 
.5"48 -.058 .604 :778 .406 -.131 -.047 .153 .123 .547 ~ 39. Verbalizes frustration on a. task, and asks teacher for help. (VE) .519 -.026 .. 56:S .711 ;400 .035 -.017 ,,047 -.028 .480 
40. Seeks out solutions by etrgaglng with materials, othe 
children, and adults. (VE) .720 .367 .744 .042 ·.059 .471 .091 ,.058 -.183 .598 
47. Verbalizes the possible consequences of a particular 
act or event. (SP) .719 .069 .738 -.054 -.133 .626 .292 .221 -.040 .649 
50. Demonstrates pride In work b:Y voluntarily showing 
his or h.er accomplishments. (VE) .729 .333 .755 -.005 -.J15 .410 .107 .113 .,on .600 
52. Verbalizes frustration onataskQr.actlvity·,but 
continues. working. (EJ\..1) :62A -.033 .620 -.306 -.247 .940 A47 .115 -.162 .671 
54. Willi\lgly guesses, even when unsrn:e ifresp<\11111' is 
correct •. {VE) .• 758 .098 .7&5 .041 ·.091 .513 .241 .270 .011 .683 
5. Shows understanding of cause and effect. (SP) c656 .107 .:659 -.081 -.080 .874 .:519 -.168 -.312 .. 640 
6. Takes tums when working in a small-group. (IR) 
.719 .070 .743 .063 -,056 .553 .249 .182 -.042 .619 
7. Shows accepti!nce,ofpeer advice by followirtgit. (.!R) .772 ,1)73 .800 •• ()'14 -.141 .508 .268 .382 .075 .73.8 
9. During group acfivity, listens and waits for turnto 
sEeak. (IR) .438 -.273 .455 .478 .Til[/ .581 .258 -,24B -.240 .438 0\ 
Table 5 continue,s 'D 
Table 5 corrtlnued I __lL_ .FI F2 F3 F4 LTLS ltem s p s p s p s p s h' 1'7'. Remains attentive when spoken/to Oiy teacher. (~) .611 .169 .659 :2·24 -.0:1,2 -.118 -.011 .524 .292 :520 18, Refrain~ .from aggression when frns!rate4 •. (m) .629 .077 .675 .203 _,019 -,047 .059 .598 .325 .$66 0 I 9. Responds positively to suggestions for an allernative, 
>-l 
WaY to complete a task. (IR) .(\89 .S39 .73.5 .122 -.1()0 -.101 -.072 .449 .224 .606 0 
20. Participates in an activity or lesson in!rodu.ced bj' th( ~ teacher. (AN) ,645 .244 ,66'6 -,225 ·-:2S4 .339 .165 .418 .116 ;565 ~ 2 L Acts in a receptive and confident way when participating 'in a new task. (AN) ,691 .,243 .736 .170 -.057 ~oo1 .OTO .463. .224 .595 
24. Responds to .questions w/o getting upset. (IR) 
.741 .001 
w 
384 .181 -.037 .234 .189 .534 .231 .704 ~ 33. Works cooperatively to complete activity. (GL) .604 -.010 :629 .001 -.111 .385 .. 237 .382 .114 .477 37, Shows acceptance.\>fteacher's.advice (IR) .692 ;061 .734 .349 .109 .223 .104 .233 .066 .566 
41. Showsinterest in learning by having a positive Ul >-l 
attitu4e toward new activities. (AN) .641 .151 .67'2 .. 389 .196 .376 .0'15 c.l5'5 <188 .531 ~ 53. Responds positively to assistance and suggestions (") 
from peers. (IR) .761 ..149 .803 .203 -.016 .233 . I 18 .36.7 .126 .674 ~ 1. Perseveres with a diff'lcult task with assistance and encouragement .704 .096 .741 .355 .138 .345 .119 .067 -.056 .585 
2. Still !ties other new activities regard1ess.ofprevious 
attempts .749 .329 .794 .348 .107 .173 -.020 .053 -.041 .644 
13. Initiates an appropriate activity· with o.ther ~hil!'IJ:lon 
wifuqpt djpeQtion. from teacher .. 787 .142 .. 8.29 .2.43 .014 .270 .126 .326 .096 .71.~ 
35. Others depend on this child for direction. 
.74.5 .161 .781 ,;l.:31l .120 ,3&3 .111 .026 -.094 .645 
49, Su.stains interaction with peers in a group by helping 
sharing, and ·di'scussi:ng. .7$9 JlSS .791 .;048 -;091 .340 :061 .117 -.060 .641 
51. Learns by accept'ing feedback on work. 
.651 -,032 .685 .3Q8 .lOS .s~o .183 .182 .015 .515 
Eigenvalue 29.75 2.74 1.97 1.36 
%Variance 54.08 4.9S 3.58 2.47 
Note. SP= S!rategic Planning, EM- Effectlvenes~.Motivation; IR= Interpersonal Responsiveness jn Learning, VE= Vocal Engagement, SF= Sustained 
Focus in Learnlng, AN= Accept®oe. ofNovelty.and Risk, GL= Group Learnh1g, S= Structure Coefficient, P =Pattern Coefficient, h2 =Communality. 
General structure coefficients are based em the :first unrdta!'ed factor coefficients (g,IoadihgS). SaHeht factor pattern co'efficients (2 .40) are presertted in 
bold. Items 6, 13, 15,. 21, 23, 35, 41, 49, 51, and had no sali<ltlt loadirrgs in LTLS analyses and were notinc1uded. Promax rotated factor correlatibns: .._, 
Fl,F2 r = .704,.Fl,F3r.= .738, F1,F4, r= .680,:FZ,F3, r= .(573, F2,l''\,.r= .• ~32, E3,F4,.r= .. 65L 0 
Table 6 r Learning to Leora Scale .(f.TLS) ExeJoratory Factor Analwis R~st;lts· (Qr f;onverlfence Smnple (N ""277) Three ObliiJ!!e Fact.or Soluti9n I _lL_ Fl:P)v! F2:VE l'~:IR LTLS Item (Origina!LTLS Factor[s]) s 'P s p s p s H' 3. Develops. a plan (!faction after considering possible consequences. (SP) ,696 ,548 .732 ,06$ .5&7 .177 .643 A32 4. Screens out typt~al noise and distractions in class. (SP) .1)7& ,794 .761 •.2% A54 .220 .639 .4S7 
' 10. Self-selects an appropriate activity without directlon from teacher.(-) .697 .402 .704 .120 .606 .'!1.79 .671 .553 >-l 
11. When .given,a.·ohoice, tries new task rather than repeating familiar, (AN) .MS .SlO ii81 .349 .645' -.108 .525 .619 0 
' 14. ChangesB!i;a!eg\es when one solution to npr<>bJem doesn't work. (SP) i751 .60S .79'1 .23$ .()l\8 .{)22 .647 .564 hj 
16. Stays focused on an individual, self,selec!ed task for> 20 m1n. ($F) .m .9'43 ,828 ·.18'1 .520 .024 .622 .465 ~ 22 .. Self-corrects errors while working on projects or activities. (SP) .167 .739 .83:1 • .1.84 .685. -.053 .641 ..5'62 25. Com"pares new task or problem to previous. (SP) .'lfll .643 .800 .!263 .700 -.045 .630 ".6'50 C/l 
26. Stays :fi)cused.·On a group activity for> 10 minutes, (SF) .734 .8!13 •. &:31 -.217 .5.20 .126 .661 .391 ('} 
2~. Activecy perseveres with a difficult task wltlr l!ttle input fromteacber; (BMJ ,79\i .788 .869 .028' .657 .079 .704 .$52 iJ> 
28. Develops a plan for multi-step aoti'llty. (SP) .7tH .686 .817 .201 .68.6 -.021 .645 .543 hj 
29. Stays focused on an individual, self"selected" activity> SU m1n. (SP) ,()49 I,Q56 .840 -.224 .498 -.069 .587 .. 516 00 >-l 
30. Works independently at assigned. taskw.ith Jtilnhnal supetvision, (EM) .808 .666 ,8$5 ·.1:3'1 .. 610 .373 .792 .481 e 36. Remains attentive when teaclrer leads.a,gronp.activil:y. (fRO .79.7 .581 .828 ·.047 .630 .367 .780 .49:0 (") 
42. Communicate& that problems may haye more than one solutiorL (SP) · .zs~ .573 392 .411 ,7:56 -.104 :620 .700 ~ 43. Stays focused on. an individual, self.selec!ed activil:y for > I 0 min, (SF). .1!8 ,74.2 .7£9 -.112 .5.44 .167 .660 .595 44, Keeps trylngto complete a difficult activity when solution is not readily 
forthcoming, (EM) .777 .700 .834 .154 .684 .028 .673 .635 
45. Persevere$ with a challengingtask, evenwhen.ofher distracting activJtlll~ 
ara available. (EM) .778 .903 .875 .03.6 .. 644 -.072 .647 .684 
46. P·ractices activity without prompting ftnm teacher. (EM) .798 ;724 .857 .096, .680 .082 .705 .648 
48. Voluntarily engages in an activity that previon.ly p.osed challenges. (EM) :mo AS<) .724 .364 .693 -.040 .588 .658 
55. Engages in a new activity without const~1.1tneed fOr 1'\ljlJ)ort, (EM) .805; .<(46 .810 .164 .709 .318 .774 .724 
S .. Plays with at least one other child during fteeplay. (CL) .454 -.3S9 .':139 ,61;3. S82 .318 .473 .106 
12. Vohmtarlly demonstrates academic skllls and knowledge. (AN) .$4$ .096 .507 .72(} .688 -.148 .424 .582 
15. Shows a sense of humor about his or her own err<>rs. (No, Factor) .633 .054 580 .472 .6T5 .237 .605 . .525 
23. Willingly:part.!cipates in unfamiliar :gtO'\l' ·activ.\ti<\S, .(AJj{) .7()1 . 079. .~5, .40~ . ,70(!. .354 .694 ,670 
31, Asks teacher,or teacher assistant for a task to perfornt. (;VE:) •. <!1:5 ,226 • 597 .1)$5 .:?34 •.167 .480 .712 . 
3:4. '{'eaches· another child a new task or skill. ('SP) .733 .416 .739 $52 .784 -.103 ,599 .652 
34. Willingly asks questions and shares..ideas .. oJ.! a variety oftasks. (VE) .6:93 .;(]05 .622 .6<11 .7&2. .209 .6'49 .7.59 
38. Identifies alternate uses for an objeut or toy. (No Factor) .540 .136 .512 .5111 .. 113.8 -.062 .445 .. 685 
39, Verbalizell fruslt'ation on a task, apd.asks teacher t'or help. (VE) .sso ·.176 .308 ,78!1 .580 -.118 .293 .735 
40, Seeks out sol\!tlons by engaging with materials/children!adul~. (VE) ,770; .25\l .743 .559 .817 .099 .685 .783 
--.1. 
47. Verbalizes the. Eossible conseguences ofa j:!artit\llar aot or -eve1.1l (!!·l'2 .$21 :093 .4117 .625 .6'!r7' -.080 .424 .55J 
-Table 6 continues 
Table 6 c<mtinued 
LTLS.lt¢m{Qriginal LTLS Factor[s]) 
s;Q. ·ShQWS• prld<>in work by voluntarily shoWing .acc()mpllshments. (VB} 
52. Verbal.i,zes. frustration on a task or activity, hul .continu.es working. (l3M) 
S4. Wlll!ngly guesses, even when unsure .ifrespo.nse \s .cotrect. (VE) 
5. Shows a basic understanding of cause and. effect. (SP) 
6. Takes turns when working in a. small-group. (Il.\) 
7 .Shows acceptance of peer advice by fcllowlng ft. (JR) 
9. During gtoup activity, listens and waits for turn to speak, (lR) 
17. Remains attentive when spoken to directly by teacher .. ~"') 
18. Refrains from acting ont aggressively when frustrated. (IR) 
19. Responds positively to suggestions for art .alll!rnative way to complete a task. 
(lR) 
20. Participates in an activity or lesson intrm:luced byll:te teacher. (AN) 
21. Acts in a receptive andconfident way wJ1en participating in a new task. (AN) 
24, Responds. to ql)estions without becoming l!pset (lR) 
33. Works ¢ooperatively to comple!i> an activity, (i,JL) 
37. Shows acceptance of teacher'• advice by lbllowlng lt. (IR) 
41. Shows interest in learning bymlfintainh1g a positive attitude tnwatd .new and 
unfamiliar activities. (AN) 
53. Responds positively to assistance an<l S1Jggestio11Jl from peers. (IR) 
!. Perseveres with a difficult task with assistance and en·couragement. {...;) 
2. Still tries. othl>r new activitks ·regardless ofprev:l:ous attempts. (>·•) 
13. Initiates .an appropriate activitY wi\h other children without direction from 
teacher. H 
SS. Other ohlldren depend on this• child for.directlon. H 
49. Snstains interaction with peers in a ;group by helping, sharing, and discussing. 
___L_ 
s 
.• 5.65 
;52.9 
.;427 
.706 
.599 
.704 
.626 
.718 
.594 
.748 
.744 
.762 
.625 
.707 
.763 
.. 785 
,,650 
.622 
.639 
.694 
.7;51 
Fl:PM 
p s 
-.014 .506 
-.06~ .468 
-.407 .3'06 
.3.02 .692 
.086 .55.5 
.088 .650 
.3.64 .642 
.3.14 .710 
-.065 .521 
.142 
.168 
.251 
-,009 
.079 
.159 
.2l!5 
-.Oll 
.357 
.290 
.120 
.322 
.699 
.701 
.733 
.560 
.651 
.716 
.750 
58! 
.628 
.6JO 
.648 
.736 
F2;VB 
p s 
;780 .726 
.76l .690 
,581 .545 
.112 .610 
·.OB .481 
-.02.2 .562 
-.2$6 .428 
;028 .592 
-.235 .400 
.. 1l60 
.. 147 
.189 
.041 
.099 
-.014 
.240 
.337 
.152 
.127 
:960 
.3SS' 
.626 
.652 
.682 
.521 
.607 
.613 
.'720 
.642 
.557 
.561 
.687 
.740 
F3:JR 
p s 
-.063 .466 
-.034 .443 
.377 .466 
.402 .712 
.623 .680 
.752 .804 
.604 .707 
.463 .739 
.986 .. 173 
.669 
.554 
.448 
.702 . 
.650 
.739 
.455 
.453 
.209 
.322 
.345 
.175 
.819 
;7.85 
.771 
. 724 
.779 
.8$] 
.795 
,67"1 
.588 
,633 
.687 
.688 
H .740 .I:r!l .t>ss~ .:rs1 . 731 .366 . 73o 
51. Learns by accepting constructive fe.edback on work products,(~) .:151 ,394 .?51 .077 .1535 .392 .748 
Eigenvalqe 29:15 .2. 74 L97 
%Variance 54,QS 4.98 3.58 
h' 
,679 
.. 618 
.634 
.642 
.738 
.734 
.413 
.369 
.717 
.704 
.700 
.634 
.708 
.767 
.744 
.409 
.583 
.530 
,638 
.480 
.636 
.516 
.368 
Note. Sl'~ Strategic Planning, EM- Effectiveness Mt>tiv.ation, IR~Interpersonalll'esponsiveness in Learning, VB"'V.Vo~l.Engagement, SF~ Sustained Focus in 
Learning, AN'"' Acceptanc.e of Novelty a))d.R.lsl<, GL= Group Learning, h''"•S:trneture Coefficient, P =!?altern Coefficient, Il =>Communality. General structure 
coefficients· are based on the firstunrotatedfaotor co.efticients (g'loadings). Salient fuotor paitern co·efficients ~ AOJ are; presented lfl bold. Items 1, 2, 13", 3'5,49:, 
5 I, and had no salieut loadings in LTLS aualyses and were notintltid¢IL.l'tQm"" .toia!ed factor correlationS< FL,F:Z r = .1.28, FI,Fi! •r= .7$8 , F2,F3, r = .692. 
Factor I: PM= .Planning and Sustained Motivation in Learlting, Factor 2!· V:ll!"' Vocal Engagement in Learning, Factor 3: 1Rl= fnterpersonal Responsiveness ln 
Learning. 
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Table 7 
i Source$ of Variance in the Leaming·to·Learn Scale (LTLS) Convenience Samele (N ~ 2772 According_ to an Exploratory Bifactor (SLBifactor) General Fl:.PM F2:VE F3:IR LTLS lten:r(Original LTLS Factor[s]l b s- b s- b S' b s h' 'U-2 3. Develops.a plan of action after cons!(lerlngpossible consequen_ces. .696 .484 .241 .(\58 .03:8 .001 .0.92 .008 .5•52 .448 
' 4~ :S'Ctee·n:s out typical nois·e and dfsitactions tn class. .678 .4.60 .3:49 .122 -.ll'i2 .026 .114 .013 :621 .379 Cl 10 .. Self-selects. an appropriate activity wllhout direction from 
' 
teacher. .697 .486 .177 ;(131 .070 .OOB .145 .021 .543 .457 &; 
I L When given a cltbiCe; tries new tasluather than ,repeating a ~ fami1iar·one. .648 .420 ,:224 .050 .205 .042 -.056 .003 .515 .485 
14. Changes strategies w:hen one solution to a problem doesn't z 
rA 
work. ..751 .564 .266 .on .137 .. 01'9 .Q1l .• ooo .654 .346 ~ 16. Stays focused on. an Individual, self-selected task for> 20 min . . 718 .516 :415 .172 ·J08 .012 .012 ,000 .700 .300 
22. Self-corrects errors while working on projects or activities. .767 ;588 .325 .106 .108 .012 •. 027 ,QQl .706 .294 &; 
25. Compares new task or problem to previous. .752 .566 .183 .mm .154 .024 -.023 ;QO.l ,670 .330 rA 
26. Stays focused on a group .activity fol"' > 10 minutes, .734 ,539 .393 .154 -.127 .016 .065 ,Q04. .714 .286 
'""" 
27. Actively perseveres with a dlfti:m!lt task with little input from ~ 
teacher. .798 .637 .347 .120 .016 .000 .041 .002 .759 .241 n 
28. Develops a plan for multi-step activity. .761 .579 .302 .091 .118 .014 ·.011 .000 .6B4 .316 ~ 29. Stays focused on an individual, sel£,seltwted activity > 30 min • • 649 .42.1 ,436 .190 -• .131 .017 -.036 .001 .630 .370 30, Works independently at assigned task with minimal.superv'lsion .808 ,6$3 ,29.:l .086 ·.079 .006 .193 .037 .782 .218 
36. Remains attentive when teacher 'Jeatls a group activity. .'197 .6:!5 ,256 ,066 -.028 .• 001 .190 .036 .738 .262 
42. Communicates that problems may have more than one sQ)utlon. .159 ,576 .252 .064 .241 .Q$8 -.054 .003 .701 .299 
43. Stays focu~ed on a self-selected aCtivity for> 10 min. ,718 ,216 .:)26 ,!06 •;Q6!i .004 .OE? .008 .634 .366 
44 .. Keeps tryingto complete a difficult activity when solution ls no 
readily forthcoming, .777 .604 .308 .095 .090 .008 .OIS .000 .707 .293 
45. Perseveres wi\h a challenging task, even when other distracfing 
activities are available .. .778 ,(jQ5 .397 .158 .021 .000 -.037 .ool .765 .235 
46. Practices activity withoutpromptirrg from,teacher. .798 ,637 .319 .102 .056 .003 .043 .002 .744 .256 
48. Voluntarily engages in activity that previously posed challenges .700 .490 .215 .046 .213 :045 -.021 :000 .582 .418 
5'5 .. Engag_es in a new activity'Vii(hout constant need for support. .. 805 .648 .196 .038 .096 .009 . 165 .027 .723 .277 
8. P)ayswith.at least one other ehil<l quring)'reepla;y. ,454 .206 ,15$ .!)2'5 .365 .133 . .165 .027 .392 .608 
12, Vohmtatlty demonstrates aca(Jemk sk:llls.and knoWledge. ,543 .295 .042 .002 .422 :1711 -.077 .006 .481 .519 
15. Shows'tl. sense ofhumor about. his otllor,own errors~ .633' .401 .0'24 ,001 ,277 ;(J77 J23 .015 .493 .507 
23. WillinglypartiPipates in unfamiliar group activities. .101 .491 .OS'$ .0(11 .7:37 .056 .1114 .034 .583 .4.17 
31. Asks teacher or toach~r assistant fora task to perform. .615 .37& .099 .oto .402' .1112 -.08'1 .008 .557 .443 
32. Teaches another chlld,a new task or skill. .'733 . 537 .183 .033 .324 :lOS .:053 ,003 .679 .321 ...;, w 
34. Willingly asks questions and shares ideas on a variety of tasks. .693 .480 '002 .000 .376 .141 .108 .012 ;633 .367 
Table 7 continues 
J:altl~ 7 .~9ntinu~tf t"' General Fl:P:M F2:VE F3:IR i LTLS Item (Original LTLS. Factor[s]) h [!' 11 .'!" b 8'· b ~ h' ri 38. Identifies alternal!J: uses. for .an object or toy. .540 .292 ,()60 .004 .341 Jl6 -.on .001 .413 .587 39. Verbalizes fi:ustrati<m on.a task, and asks teacher for help. .380 .144 -.017 •. 006 .463 214 .;Q61 .004 .368 .632 
40. Seeks out solutions.byengaging wi1h materials• and others .170 .593 .114 .013 .3!1:8 .108 .. 051 .003 .716 .284 0 
47. Verbalizes the posslbl"consequehces of a particular act or ,.., 
event. .521 .271 .041 .002 .367 .135 -.041 :ooo. .409 .591 0 
' 50. Demonstrates pride in work by voluntarily .showing his or her ~ accompllshments. .565 .319 -.006 .000 .457 .209 -.033 .001 .$29 .471 52. Verbalizes. frustration on a taskor activlty,buLcontihues 
working. ;529 .280 -.029 .001 .446 .199 -.018 .000 .480 .520 ~· 
54 •. Willingcy .guesses, even when unsure iftesp~nse Is correct. 
.427 .182 ·..179 ..032 .941 .116 .196 .038 .369 .631 ~· 
5. Show~ a basiQ understanding of caus~ md effect. ,706 .498 • 133 :018 . .OM .0'04 .208 .043 ,5'64 .436 
6. Takes turn~ wnenworking in a small-ISI'oup. :$99 ;$:$9 .038 .QOJ .,oos .000 ;323 .)04 .4155 .535 t:tl rJ). 
7. Shows acceptance of peer advice by following it ,704 .4<)6 .039 .002 -.013 .000 .390 .152 .649 .351 ..., 
9. During group activity, .listens and waits for tum to speak. .636 .404 .160. ,02!) -.LS:O .023 .313 .098 .551 .449 g§ 
17. Remains atten!iye wb,en spoken .to directly by teacher. .718 ;516 .147 .022 .016 .ow .l40 ,058 .595 .4Q5 (') 
18. Refrains from acting out aggressively when frustrated. ,594 .353 -.029J ,OOJ -,]'38 .019 1:<\11 .2111 .634 .366 ~ i9. Responds positively to suggestions for an alternative way to complete a task. .748 .560 .062 .004 .035 .001 .347 .120 .685 .315 
20. Participates in an activity· or lesson introduced by the teacher. .744 .554 .074 .005 .086 .007 .287 ,082 .649 .351 
21,. Acts in a receptive and conftdent way when particlpatingin a 
new task. .16Z .581 .HO .012 .111 .012 .232 .054 .659 .341 
24. Regpondsto questions without beeolillng \lps.et.. .625 .391 -.004 .000 ,024 .001 .364 .132 .524 .476 
. 33. Works cooperatively to complete an activity. .107 .sao .Q35 .001 .058 .003 .337 .114 .618 .382 
37 .. Shows,acceptance of teacher's advice by fo)lowingit .763 .. ,62 .070 .005 •• 0(18 .000 ,38~ .147 .734 ,266 
41. Shows interest fn learning by maintaining a.positive attitude 
toward new and unfamlliar activities. .185 ;616 .099 ,Q!O .141 .020 .236 .056 .702 .298 
53. Responds positively (o aS$iStance a11d suggestions from peers. .650 .423 -,005 :QOO .19.8 .039 ,235 .\)55 .517 .483 
I. Perseveres with a difficl,l]t task ;622 .387 .157 .025 .08'9 .008 .108 .0!2 .431 .569 
2. Still tr1e:rother new activities regardlessofpreviousattempts. .639 .408 .128 .016 .074 .005 .167 .028 .458 .542 
1.3,. Initiates an appropriate activity With ot)l<;t Children without 
direction from te.acher. ;694 .482 .053 .003 .211 .045 .179 .032. .5.61 .439 
35. Other children depend on this child for direction. .7!i1 .564 .142 .02Q. .226 .OSl ,Q91 .008 .6.44 .356 
49. Sustains interaction with peers in a group .7110 .548 .035 .003 .227 ,()52 .190 .036 .638 .362 
51. Learns b;r acceEtln!J: constructive feedback on work Ero·ducls. ;751 ;564 .173 .030 . .0'\5 .002 .203 .041 .637 .:>63 ~ Table 7 continues 
T~bie 7 continued 
LTLS Item (Original LTLS. FactQr[s]) 
Total V arlanc.e 
Common Variance 
General Fl:PM F2:VE F3:IR 
b S' b s b S' b s 
AJS .043 .047 .036 
.793 .071 .077 .059 
OlH = .928 wns= .138 Was= .2.67 O>Jis= .162 
h' u' 
,6l)Z .398 
.Note. b ~item loading, s' =variance e"Plarn~((/;" = oommnnality, u2 ~uniqueness, QJ:a = <Jmega·hlerarchlPl\1, @Hs= Owega•hJerarchjcal subscale, Bold type 
indicates coefficients and variance estimates conslstentwith the theoretical factor. Items 121, l<\,.18, 2~, 31, S'l, SQ crossloaded on individual factors •as well as 
the general factor. Factor I: PM- Planning: and Sustained Mo!lvatJon in Learning, Eactor '2: VE· Vocal Engagement, Factor 3: IR· Interpersonal Responsiveness 
tnLeawbrg. 
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